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INTRODUCTION

Illiteracy and traditional outlook of the majority of

our rural masses had always teen a barrier for developmenu.

Illiteracy is always linked with poverty which in turn hinders

the progress of the socifety. India launched her massive

progransne of Community developrrent i-jith a vievj to liberating

the teaming millions from squalor, diseases, illiteracy,

ignorance and poverty. The challenging task o£ non-formal

education aimed at making the adults literate in Kerala, is

now carried out mainly by Governmental and voluntary agencies,

'of the various government programmes, the National Adult Educa-

/' tion Programme (NAEP) started in 1977 actually gave an impetus

to the adult education programrre in the state along with other

parts of the country. The other related programmes include

the Rural Functional Literacy Progranroe (RFLP), the National

Programme of Functional Literacy (NPFL) and the National

Literacy Mission (NLM). Among the voluntary agencies working

in the sphere of alleviation of illiteracy in the state, the

Kerala Association for Non-Formal Education and Development

(KANFED), stands out with a statewide reputationThe earnest

efforts put in by the government under the functj.onal literacy

programme, the KANFED and a fex^j other philanthropic organisa-
s

tions, in the field of adult education culminated in organising

a network of neo-literate groups in every district and a few

!i
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To select these visual aids from the many available

visuals# which prove most effective for a given subject and

situation, is an ardous job. The selection depends upon many

parameters like the type of learners, subject matter tq be

^ presented, physical facilities available, economic feasibility
of the visual aid etc. Taking all these facts into cognisance,

conducting a systematic study would perhaps yield some useful

results* These in turn x-zill help in the selection of the right

instructional visual aids for a given teaching situation and

type of learners.

Until novj, no systematic research works had been

carried out in Kerala to findout the effectiveness of visual

aids in teaching neo-1iterates. It was felt worthwhile to

^ undertake a study to find out the effectiveness of different
selected visual aids in tJie gain in knowledge and retention

of the gained knowledge of neo-literates. Hence the present

study was taken up x^ith the followirsg objectives,

1. To assess the r;elative effectiveness of selected

, visual aids in gain in knowledge of neo-literates.

2* To assess the relative effectiveness of selected

visual aids in retention of knowledge by neo-litera-

tes.

3, To Study the relationship of certain selected sbcio-

personal characteristics of the neo-literates with

their gain in knowledge and retention.
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Scope of the study

Astudy of this kind is perhaps a pioneer one in

Kerala. It is hoped that results of this study will thirow
light in tte selection and use of the appropriate visual
aids for imparting knowledge to the neo-literates and
retaining the same for longer periods.

This study will also help to findout the relntive

effectiveness of three selected visual aids viz./ the slides,

flash cards and flannel graph in imparting and retaining

knowledge to neo-literates, who form An integral part of

non-forinal education*

The results of the present study will facilitate

extension educators and other oirganisations engaged in adult

V' education programmes to select and make use of appropriate

visual aids in imparting knov;ledge to tl^ neo-literates!.

fcp^fcions of the study

Considering the limited tins and other resources

available with ttie researcher and since this is an experi-

roental study* it has been confined to one Panchayat. in

Trivandrum district. The neo-literate fishermen groups^ of

thiS't panchayat - do not represent the spectrum of neo-

^ literates in Kerala. Hence the conclusions drawn from tte
exES2rinvent cannot be generalised to other areas, and commu

nication situations. Haw'ever, considering the efforts put

in planning and conducting the experiment it is hoped that the



results generated v;ill be of use to make broad generalisations

for the whole state of Kerala.

Definitions of terms used in the study

The connotation of certain terras used in the study

ere operationalised as follows

Neo-literate;

A person who can just read and write by using prirrters.

This category includes those people who were formerly illite

rate but have bacoire recently educated to just read and write

and to use primers.

V

I>ecture t

It is the oral method of presentation of a subject

matter in a sequential order by .. the teacher.

Gain in knowledge;

This refers to the increase in the amount of ledge

of an individual as a result of a particular teaching method.

Retention of kna/Jledge:

This refers to the amount of knowledge retained after

an interval of 15 days out of the smoiu-it o£ knowledge gained

by an individual as a result, of a particular teaching method.
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II, THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

In this chapter, the review of literature is presented under

the different sub-heads.

^ 1. Learning^ learning situations and learning through different

Strauss and Kidd U948) found that 80 per cent of lear

ning was through the senses of sight and hearing. Through

the use of visual aids# students learnt upto 35 per cent

more in a given period of time.

Ifennio (1949) reported that stimulation of two senses

simultaneously results in rruicker and easier niental expressions,

Allen (1952) found that both bright and dull students

^ learned from audio-visual materials and that the effect of

audio-visual materials was particularly observed with dull

students.

Hass and Packer (1955) reported that learning occurs

only through the educational activities. The participation

in activities will be there only if they attract the attention

of the learners. Audio-visual aids are best attention compe-

llers. They add interest and vitality to any training situ-

ation. As a result they enable students to learn faster#

remember longer, gain more accurate informations and understanil

the concept and meaning.
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Marks (1955) reported that most of the people

retained 10 to 15 per cent of ^hat they had read, 20

to 50 per cent of v;hat they had heard, 30 to 35 per cent

of what had seen, 50 per cent or more of what they had

seen and heard at the saire time and upto 90 per cent if

they had participated by involving all the senses,

Wilson and Gallup (1955) suggested that for effe

ctive extension teething, the extension worker should

be able to attract attention, create interest, develop

desire, ensure action arad maintain satisfaction in the

people.

Panders (1956) said that uiors tne number of senses

stimulated in any human l^eing, more the message conveyed

V and more thoroughly it v?as retained in his memory.

Wittich and Schuller (1957) stated that the basic

function of the audio-visual aicl is to enable learners to

see and hear,, look and listen more fully and discriminating

ly for greater comprehension.

Study conducted by UNESCO (1958) indicated that

people retain 20 per cent of what they had heard, 30

per cent of what the^^ had s,'een and 50 per cent of what

they had heard and seen.

Busset (1961) considered "eye" as a more willing

and co-operative teacher than "ear". The accumulated

influence of different methods is more effective than
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single method. A skilled extension worker will recognise

•what' tools to use, 'how' often to use and in 'what'

coiribination to use for effective education of farmers.

Leagans (1961) observed that a combination of

seeing and hearing vjas more effective in making impact

on people and was usually necessary to promote action.

Thirunavukkarasi (1962) concluded that much of the

erroneous impressions or images likely to be formed on

the minds of the learners could be averted by the use of

audio-visual aids.

Dale (1963) showed that some subjects are taught

best by auditory methods, some by visual, but most

subjects are taught best by a combination of methods.

Rhoads and Piper (1953) in an investigation on

the effectiveness of Radiophonics schools in Honduras

and El Salvador found that the neo-literates attached

more credibility to print media.

Ram. krishan (1965) stated that no single means or

method of communication is effective for all people in

all situations. Often one is supplementary or complei-nen-

tary to each other» Each means has a distinctive appeal

or approach which che others may or may not have- Hence,

a judicious combination of various means depending upon

the local resources had to be used to get the desired

results.
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Peterson (196<^) reported that more the extension
I

method or teaching aids used, higher will be the persqns

changing their practices favourably. •

Ougweker (1973) opined that a communicable fact

^ should be disseminated in such a way that it will motivate
I

people to direct action. Continuous exposures to various

tools of communication is the key for successful motiva

tional and'action led flow of information. |
Schneider (1974) pointed out that the amount of

information rementoered about the messages by Brazillien

farmers who z^eported interpersonal ccntacts along with;
il

mass media contacts, was a little higher than that of ,
'l

farmers who received information only through mass media.
I

Esperon (1980) studied the relation between open

education prograimie with adult education in Mexico. The
i

results suggest the use of audio—visual materials in adult

education prograiimes for better understanding by the lear

V

ners.

Pathak and Shah (1984) reported that the lack of
I

motivation or interest on the part of learners is mainly

i responsible for widespread illiteracy among rural wonieo

in India. With purely oral methods posing the problemj
I

of retention, and the use of modern mass media restricted
I

due to the lack of electricity in villages, puppetry can
'I
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fee an effective medium for educating rural women,

Selvaraj and Knight (1985) in a study revealed

that the use of sensory organs play niajor role in know

ledge gain and retention. The involvement of irore sensory

organs by means of any one or more teaching aids or methods
is a must in dissemination of farm technology.

Itohanty (1987) revealed in her study that majority

of the nec-literates are interested in topics related to

recreation* literature and mythologyi specifically -

neo-literates in the younger age group who seem co regd

more for pleasure than for knowledge.

9- Effectiveness of slides» flash cards and flannel graphs

on gain in knowledge andretentiorw

Studies relating to the influence of corranunications

)nedia particularly slides, flash cards and flannel graph,

in imparting knowledge and its retention have been reviev;ed

and presented in the following pages.

Strauss and Kidd (1948) found that through the use

of visuals students learnt upto 35 per cent more in a

aiven period of titre.

-i- Dent (1949) observed that each aid has its place

and there is a place for each in nearly every situation.

He further itentioned that effective use of the a^ds can

be brought out by following tiie principle of the right
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aid in the right way at the right time to the right people

for giving the right message by the right person. i

iioban (1949) enumerated the obstacles Jji the usp

ox audiovisual materials as expense, difficulty in obtain-
i[

I

ing tiiem and requirement of increased manual and technical

skills. '

Mannio (1949) said that stimulation of two senses

simultaneously results in quicker and easier expressions.

Hakanson (1953) reported that flannel graph is ^e

best lecture aid. To an average person, simplification of

demonstration by flannel graph is very vjelcome, for |he
I

can understand •jvhat he sees and then because it is broad3.y

picturised# he can reimember it longer. j

Harris (1953) found that 78 per cent of the teachers

in his study were using chalk board than any other audio

visual aid.
I,

Hass and packer (1955) stated that lightning never

strikes tv:ice at the same time and in the same place. ,Sut

instructors can striice repeatedly at the understanding ^of

students by the use of visual aids, more so by using flash

cards. He described audio-visual aids as the best atten

tion compellers. i

Kelsey and Hearne (1957) studied the effectiveness

of methods of presentation of subject matter. They rejjorted
1|

() ,1
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that a very substantial increase'in the number of people

influenced# could be expected through the use of charts
|i"

to supplement the lectures.

National project in Agricultural communication land

United States International Co-operation Administration

(USICA) (1959) reported that proper selection of visual

aids required recognition of the fact that there was rio

one best tool in the visual kit and each had eppropriate

application in different conditions under which it should

be used.

Kulandaivel (1961) found that audio-visual aids

cater to the individual differences and help students ,

learn in their own x-zay. ^

Leagans (1961) indicated that flash cards revealed

the brief visual messages that were used to emphasise '

the important points in a talk. He also stated that ,I

slides help in presenting the new ideas effectively with

the aids of carefully prepared script for the talk. ,i

Rao (1961) studied that relative effectiveness '

of nine combinations of, audio-visual aids and Information
I

literature xijith a literate group of farmers of Delhi. jHe
'i

found that booklets and information folders were the most

effective in increasing knowledge of farmers follov.^ed by
II

field trips with lecture and slides.
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Fay (1962) reported that visual aids increase upto

three tirne;s the effectiveness of the lecture.

Mohanty (1962) opined that slides were the oldest

form of projected aids, flexible in nature aad a good

inadium of advertising. They play an unique role in attra

cting the attention and in creating interest.

Bacon (1963) observed that slides communicate

ideas ^oettiTir than motion pictures. He also stated that

flash cards help in dramatising a point to focus the atten*

tiontion o£ the formers.

Gupta (1963) stated that audio-visual materials

were like "O" and the extension; worker's personality

like "1" vhen used In the right manner, their impact V7ill

^ be 30 fold.

^'leaver and Bellinger (1963) elaborated the role

or slides by stating that-:

Slides serve best when n-otion is not necessary.

Slides are very helpful during a lecture or discussion

to arupliry a point or clinch essential facts. Ttiere is

limitless amount of subject nistter that may be placed on

slides x-.'hich does not involve motion for complete under-

-4- standing.

According to Hass and packer (1964) the use of

single slide can vitalise entire teaching session. One

slide can make a topic or a lesson remain vividly in the
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memory of learners,

Erickson (1965) stated that the selection and

combination teaching aids should help the students to,
,1

acquire specific insights and develop prpper attitude,*

Jalihal (1965) found that the effectiveness of'

village meetings was increased due to the use of both,

slides and flash cards.

Rau-iferishan (1965) reported that use of slides is
I

convenient and serves as an effective nfSdiuin of comniuiii—

eating ijiformation, knowledge and skills. He emphasised

the use of slides in extension as one of the best, cheapest

and most effective rrethod of attracting attention, arousing

interest and iraking decisions. I

^ ' Rao (?.9&5) found that fi Irastrip was superior to

film show, tape recorder, flanne?c graplis, photographs, ,

fl£3h cards and lecture -vjithout any audio~visual aidsJ

Erinivasamurthy (1965) d-iscussing the role of visual

aids in promotional campaign, observed that coloured slides

on demonstration motivated farraers to further action. ,
I

^lehajan and Bhaskqirafn (1966) studied the-relative

effectivenesG of rr.ethod demonstration use of flash cards

v:ith lecture and lecture alone and found that method

derrionstrstion v;as found most effective followed by use of
I

flash cards with lecture and lecture alone- i;
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Peterson (1966) reported that more the extension

methods or teaching aids used, higher will fce the persons

changing their practices favourably, j

Reddy (1966) studied the effectiveness of seme f
I

^ audio-visual aids in a district of Andhra Pradesh. He\
I,

found that the farmers who were exposed to audio-visual
l|

aid materials understood the message communicated to them
i

in the following order: Motion picture# leaf-let, charts
j

and wail news paper.
1

Patel and Singh (1968) described the use of flash

cards as a method of teaching, where there were a set ,pf

cards arranged in a series # v?hen used in presentation ;

helped developing a story in a sequence. Each card in' a

series was a brief visual message emphasising an impoiitant

point. !;

Reddy and Somasundaram (1968) found that flash 'cards,

flannel graphs and flip chart were superior to oral communi

cation in their effectiveness. They found that flash icards
,1

were more effective than the other two visual aids.
j'

Khuspe (1970) found that lecture with visual aids,
1

follow^ by group discussion, result demonstration, field

^ trips, tours and film shows were superior to conventional
methods of training in changing the attitude of farmers*

According to Rao and Rao (1970) filmstrip, flarjnel

graphs, photographs and flash cards were found to be signi

ficantly superior to lecture in imparting knowledge on

foliar spray of urea on wheat crop. '

Singh ^ aU (1971) conducted a study on relative

V

ro
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effectiveness of audio-visuals in disseminating information

on improved methods of sugarcane cultivation. It was

found that slides were superior to flash cards and

flannel graphs in imparting knowledge.

According to Mathur (1972) exhibitions in India

have been the most effective in conveying information to

farmers than the newer media like slides and flash cards.

Wuth^iah and Duraiswamy (1975) revealed that indi

vidual contact was found to be the most effective followed

by literature# group meeting and radio compared to other

n>ethods viz.# demonstration, visual materials, exhibition

and filmshow which did not create any awareness about the

plant protection practices among farmers in Coimbatore

district of Tamil Nadu.

Kaur and Roy (1976) proved that teaching with the

help of non-projectfid visual aids like chart, flash cards

and flannel graph was effective than the lecture method

alone,

Nanjai^ah et al. (1976) in their study about the

relative effectiveness of visual aids in teaching the

school children about improved practices in cultivation of

cotton crop reported that flash cards had significant effect

on gain in knowledge. The other nssthods in the order of

priority were lectureplus flash cards, lecture plus chalk

board, lecture alone and lecture with flannel graph.
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Singh and Singh (1976) conducted a field experirrent

in Dewas district o£ Madhya Pradesh to assess the effective

ness of various nedia and media mix to be used for ferti

lizer promotion. The study revealed that group discussion

plus folder least effective when canpared with field

trips plus slide show, wall painting plus Slide show and

demonstration plus slide show in terms of gain in knov;ledge.

Subramanyan (1976) in his field experiment on

relative effectiveness of selected combinations of

extension methods conducted at Coimbatore, reported that

talks with flannel graphs followed by discussions

superior to slide show plus discussion in terms of reten

tion of knowledge.

Channegowda (197?) revealed through his study

that forum preceeded by distribution of leaflets was

superior to the forum followed by distribution of leaflets

and distribution of leaflets alone.

Sharma and Reddy <1978) observed that flannel

graph was significantly superior to film strip# flash

cards and opaque projection in imparting knowledge on

poultry keeping.

Nagaraja (1979) reported that farmers with high

organisational and high mass nedia participation were

significantly better in respect of gain in knov^ledge
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over all the other nethods namely« lecture, lecture v/ith
I

slide show and lecture with flannel graph as comparedf

v;ith *low* anc3 'no* extension contact. '
r

Raghavendra (1979) reported that each one of the
)i

three communication methods viz., lecture, folder and •
i'

lectureplus folder, vjas superior to the control groups

and there was no differential influence anong these
j

three coirmunication methods in influencing fariters on r

dairy management practices. il

Seetharamu (1979) reported extension meeting with

flannel graph presentation was found to be most effective

in terms of knowledge increase. Exhibition with flannel

graph presentation was found to be effective in changlhg
I

knowledge of participants followed by flannel graph presen

tation in extension meetings. Extension meetings with,
1,

flannel graph was effective in case of illiterates whereas
I

wail news paper plus exhibition plus flannel graph was more

suitable for literates. |
,1

Shashidharamurthy (1979) observed that the media
ii

combinations, vxall news paper plus slide shoxi?, wall news

paper plus flannel graphs and wall nev:s paper plus flash

cards were superior to control. But no significant

difference was observed among themselves in increasir^the
I'
I

knowledge of dairy farmers. '

Srishkumar (1979) observed that wall newspaper plus
I

exhibition, wall news paper plus exhibition plus flash!;,cards

V
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and wall news paper plus exhibition plus slide show brought

about changes in knowledge of dairy farmers. However these

combinations of media did not differ significantly from

each other.

SuryapraKash (1979) reported that media combina-

tions# exhibition with flash cards and exhibition with

slide show were superior in increasingthe knowledge of

respondent dairy farmers to the single medium exhibition.

Reddy (1980) in his study reported that slide show

and flash cards «ere similar in their effect and each one

of them V7as significantly superior to folder and wall

newspaper in terms of gain in knowledge.

Narasaraj (1981) in his study conducted at

Devanahally taluk of Bangalore district# found that folder

plus slide show and chart plus slide show were similar in

their effect and each one of them was found to be superior

to folder plus chart increasing the knov;ledge of silkworm

rearers.

Selvaraj (1981) foiindthat the involvementof poly-

perceptory organs was morepffective in knowledge gain by

the listeners compared to involvement of disensory organs
h-

and monosensory organs.

Nagaraja and Reddy (1985) reported that lecture

and tape recorded lecture did not differ in their influence

on gain in knovjledge and retention v7hen combined with slide

show and flannel graph.

V

4-
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Rani and Malaviya (1986) in their study on the

relative effectiveness of different nsdia mix systems '
I

found that besides flip chart# the flash cards mixed - -
][

with method demonstration has also been equally effective

in technology introduction progranmes^

Shah and Gupta (1986) studied the effectiveness

of three visual aids viz., flash c ards, slides and puppets
ii

and found that flash cards were significantly superior;to

the other tvra in imparting knovjledge in non~formal educa

tion progranane. 'i|

Malviya and Verma (1987) conducted a field experi
ment to study media mix effectiveness and the results ,

have confirmed that flip chart plus flash cards in com-;'
I

bination with lecture or demonstration have proved to lae
ji

most effective for five messages on improved home practicjss.

The findings of a study conducted by Singh and '
i,

Verma (1987) revealed that there was a significant gain

in knotvledge for the simple and complex massages after I'the

exposure through the slide stories. i

V

3. Dependent Variables
I,

A.Gain in knowledge;

Reader's Digest Great Encyclopaedia gives the meaning
I

of knox's/ledge as "person's range of information, theoretical

or practical understanding the sum of what is known". 1
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English and English (1958) in the 'Comprehensive

dictionary of psycho-analytical terms'^ defined knowledge

as a body of understood information possessed by an indi

vidual or by a culture.

Sahoo (1958) pointed out that ttere was no signifi

cant difference between the age groups of farmers in

changing their knowledge by using extension iredia. Furtiier

he has reported that education had a definite influence

in changing knowledge of farmers through different extension

methods.

Tikhe (1959) mentioned that combination of personal

contact group discussion# audio-visual aids and literature

proved to be most effective in changing the knowledge about

co-operatives among farmers.

Vishnoi and Sinha (1960)-. conducted a field experiment

on the impact of visual aids in Delhi on youth. Education

and economic status v^ere not related to their behaviour

in the case of visual aids.

Rao (1961) in his study on relative effectiveness

on nine combinations of audio visual aids end information

literature with a literate group of farmers of Delhi State

"V found that booklets and infornstion folders were the most

effective in increasing knowledge of farmers follovjed by

field trips v:ith lecture and slide shows.
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Vishnoi and Bose (19^1) found that the literate

farmers ^-jere superior to illiterate group at all the

three exxx>sure levels tried such as personal contact/

group discussion and field trip in gain in knowledge

about the use of cowdung gas plant.

Rarnkrishan (1965) reported that use of slides is

convenient and serves as an effective medium of communi

cating information# knowledge and skills.

Roy (1966) found that lecture rrethod followed

by group discussion was the most effective method for

improving knowledge of the farmers.

Rao and Rao (1970) observed that film strip,

flannel graphs, photographs and flash cards were found

to be significantly superior to lecture in imparting

knowledge on foliar spray of urea on wheat crop.

Sekhon (1970) reported that farrrers with metric

qualification and above had maximum ga:sn in knowledge.

Economic status V7as not found to operate in the gain of

knowledge.

KaiTslsen (1971) found in Trivandrum district of

Kerala State, increased knowledge with increase in the
V '

age of the farmer trainees. The increase in knowledge

was more for the illiterate and less educated trainees.

V-
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Singh et ^ (1971) conducted a study on relative

effectiveness of audio-visuals in disseminating information

on improved methods of sugarcane cultivation. It was

observed from the results that slides were superior to

flash cards and flannel graphs in imparting knowledge.
^ Tampi and i%non (1972) observed that lecture metHod

with mean knowledge score of 18.61 was superior to the film

shov; method in which case the mean knowledge score was

only 13.54.

Oliver and Basha (1975) in their study caiducted in

Avinashi block, in Tamil Nadu concluded that individual

contact v/as superior to tape recorded speech in educating

farrrers about fertilizer application to cotton, llie mean

gain in knowledge due to individual contact methods was

11.10 follovjed by lecture plus flash card (9.90) tape

recorded speech (9.40)and lecture (9.20).

Pandey and Khanna (1976) concluded that for communi

cation of technical information to rural vjomen most of whom

are illiterate# discussion and interview niodes were nrast

effective. The study indicated that the groups exposed to

the intervievj modes gained more knowledge than the other

^ two groups, who v;ere exposed to discussion and informal
dialogue,

Naojaiayan et al. (1976) reported that flash cards

had significant effect on gain in knowledge. The other
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methods in the order of priority vjere lecture plus flash

cardslecture plus chalk board, lecture alone and lecture

with flannel graphs.

Sutaramanyan (1976) reported that age has influenced

the amount of knowledge gained byfarn^rs.

Manjunath (1977) found that lecture plus specimens

were more effective in gain in knowledge followed by

lecture plus sl5.de method. lecture n^thod was the least

effective.

Sharma and Reddy (1978) obseirved fehat flannel graph

'Was significantly superior to film strip, flash cards and

opaque projection in imparting knowledge on poultry

keeping.

Somasundaram and Singh (1978) found age and urban

contact as significantly correlated with knowledge gain

in the case of adopters.

Nagaraja (1979) conducted a study in Karnataka and

reported that farmers v;lth high organizational and high

mass media participation were significantly better v;ith

respect of gain in knowledge over all the methods namely

lecture, lecture with slide show and lecture with flannel

graph.

Raghavendra (1979) reported that each one of the

three communication methods - lecture, folcter anci lecture

plus folder was superior to the control group and there was
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no differential influence among these three coitimunication

methods in increasing the knov;ledge o£ farmers on dairy

management practices,

Seetharamu (1979) found that the media treatments

were superior to control in increasing J^nowledge. Exten

sion meetings i-zith flannel graph presentation was found to

be most effective in terms of knowledge increase.

Shasidharamurthy (1979) observed that the media

combination viss,# wall newspaper plus slideshow#

newspaper plus flannel graphs and wall newspaper plus

flash cards were found to be superior to control in

increasing the knowledge of the dairy farmers. But no .

significant difference was observed among themselves in

increasing the knowledge.

Srishkumar (1979) in a study in Ksrnataka found that

wall newspaper plus exhibition# wall nev.-'spaEsr plus exhi

bition plus slideshow brought about changes in knowledge

of dairy farmers. However, these combinations cf media

did not differ significantly from each other.

Suryaprakash,(1979) reported that media combinations

namely exhibition with flash cards and exhibition with

slide show were found to fee superior in increasing the

knov/ledge of respondent dairy fariters to the single medium

exhibition. However, these two media combinations were not

found to be different in increasing the knowledge of respond

ents.
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Reddy (1980) reported that wall newspaper, folder,

flash cards and slide show were significantly superior to

control in their effect on imrrediate gain in knowledge.

Selvanayagam (1980) in a study conducted in three

villages of Coimbatore district of Tamil Nadu revealed

that there was significant gain in knowledge in the combi

nation of lecture aided with photograph and lecture aided

with leaflet. The study again revealed that young farrrers

gained n>ore knowledge than mid-adult and late-adult groups.

Misfea and Sinha (1981) concluded that formal

education of farmsrs in general v^as important for knowledge

gain.

Narasaraj (1981) reported that the media combinations#

namely, folder plus slide show and chart plus slide show

were similar in their effect and each one of them was

found to be superior to folder plus chart in increasing

the knowledge of silkv7orm rearers.

Rajanna (1982) observed that radio plus slide show

and radio plus film show were similar in their effect and

each one of them v;as found superior to radio and film show

but similar to slide shov? in increasing the overall know

ledge of fanrars.

Gowda (1963) in a field experiment found that the

two media treatments viz., film show preceeded by group

meeting and film show followed by group meeting were found
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to ba similar in their effeet: and ^ch one of them was •

found superior to filrnshow only in increasing the knowledge

of fanners. ;i

Venkateshraurthy (1983) found that high knowledge •

level of farmers regarding mlKsd crop of ragi and soybean

is associated with the use of leaflet or home visit. i,

Siddairaiaalah and Rajanna (1984) reported that slide
I

show and film show singly or in combination with radio .

were superior to the use of radio alone vrith regard to '

recall knowledge conprehension knowledge and overall
1

knowledge. Further, the two inedia combination viz.#
I

Radio plus slide and radio plus film shov/ were tried andl

found that slide show waa aa effective as the two media >
^ II

j

combinations in iacreaslng knot-?ledge. J,

Nagaraja and Reddy (1985) observed that tape recor

ded lecture v;as superior to lecture on gain in knowledge.

I42cture and tape recorded lecture did not differ in their

influence on gain in knowledge when combined with slide show

and flannel graph. f'

Rani and Walaviya (1986) observed that the relati'jre

effectiveness of all the four niedia mix systems exparimented

by them were adjudged by the knowledge gain with each nvsdia
I

by the^; ^gpectlve group of rural won^en about low cost ;

nutritious food technology cornmunication.
V - • • • • • ',1

• |!
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Shah and Gupta (1986) studied the effectiveness of

three visual aids viz., flash cards, slides and puppets and

found that flash cards were significantly superior to thfe

other two in imparting knowledge in non-formal education'!

programme.
' I

Malviya and Verma (1987) reported that even illiterate

respondents can gain sufficient knowledge if exposed thrjpugh
)'

different n>edia combinations.

The findings of the study conducted by Singh and •
ii

Verma (1987) revealed that there was a significant gain in

knowledge at ths post-exposure stage. The complex message

showed a higher gain of knowledge. The social, personal

psychological and, communication variables had no pronounced

effect, over the knoivledge gain of the experimental group.

V

0

B. Retention of knowledge; !
ii

Marks (1955) reported that most of the people |

retained 10 to 15 per cent of what they had read, 20 to

50 per cent of vjhat they had heard, 30 to 35 per cent ofi.

what they had seen, 50 per cent or more of what they had;;

seen and heard at the same time and upto 90 per cent if

they had participated by involving all the senses. i

Bhaskaram and Mahajan (1968) in their study conducted

in Bhudan district of Maharashtra found that young and

middle aged farmers retained more knowledge as compared to

old farmers.
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I

I

Rao and Rao (1970) pointed out that more the number
I'l

of senses stimulated in any hurnan being/ the more the message

that viBs conveyed to the human being and mere thoroughly the
1'

message was retained in his memory. i

Sharma and Day (1970) found that respondents betv^een
l|

30 and 39 years of age as well as those with higher education

had retained more knov;ledge in case of all the prograrrjnes

in both TV and radio * They also observed that the exten t
I

of retention after fifteen days of broadcast was 16 per '
i;

cent aiTiOng radio rural forum members.

Vernia (1972) in a study conducted in Utter Predesh

found no satistical relationship bstvjeen the levels of

retention of information by opinion leaders with their age.

Subramonyan (1975) in a field experiment conducted

in Coimbatore district reported that talk v.'ith flannel

graphs followed by discussions was superior to slide shovj

plus discussion in terms of retention of knowledge. He :

again found that age and educational level of farmers had

influenced the retention of knowledge gained through

different combinations of extension methods significantly.
, I

jl

The study pointed out that young farmers had retained moire

^ knowledge tlirough each of the combinations as compared to

middle aged or old farmers. He observed that the difference

between the mean scores of the three successive recalls yis.>

one week after treatment, three \Tfeeks after the treatment
i!

n !}
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and seven weeks after the treatnent respectively were very

highly significant. Forgetting seems to be more when the

interval of time foecGmes longer. i

Pandey and Khanna (1976) conciuded that for conuvuhi-
I,

cation of technical inforroation to rural women, roost of i;

whom are illiterate# discussion and interview modes are '

most effective. The study indicated that the groups exposed

to the interview mode retained more knowledge than the other
'!

two groups who were exposed to discussion and informal dia-
1

logue. Between the latter two, discussion ranked first in

case of gain in knowledge as well as retention.

Doraisv/aroy (1977) reported that age and education;,

has no influence on the retention of knov;ledge.

Selvanayagam (1980) in a study conducted in three

villages of Perianaickenpalayam block of Coimbatore district

revealed that there was significant retention of knowledge

in the combination of lecture aided with photograph and '
.1

lecture aided with leaflet, !
I

Selvaraj (1981) stated that only with education arid
I

value orientation a significant difference was noticed with

respect feo retention of knov;ledge.

Chandrakandan (1982) reported that literate farners
I

could retain more kno^irledge than illiterate farmers.

Pathak and Shah (1984) in their study on the education
j

of rural v/ortran pointed out that puppetry can be an effective
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medium educating them since the purely oral rnethods,'
pose the problem of retention and use of modern mass meciia

'I

is restricted due to the lack of electricity in villages.

According to Nagaraja and Rsddy (1985) there was; no
ii

significant difference between lecture and tape recorded
i
I

lecture on the retention of knowledge. Same was the result

when each of those nsthods was combined v;ith slide show;
I'

and flannel graph. ,1

Selvairaj Knight (1985) conducted a studjf

which revealed that the use of sensory organs play a major

role in retention of knowledge« The involvement of more

sensory organs by means of any one or more teaching aids

or insthods ia a must in dissemination of farm technology.

Rani and Malaviya (1986) studied about the effective-
1'

ness of n^edia mix systems such as flip chart flash cards#

leaflets and line charts along V7ith method demonstration*

The effectiveness was studied in terms of retention of ;;

knowledge. It was indicated that all the four media-mix
ii

systems have been substantially effective in transmitting

techjiical know-hov/. Somewhat sufficient knowledge retention
li

was observed in almost 100 per cent rural women* "

In a field experinient where mix media effectiveness

v;as tested Malviya and Verma (1987) observed that size Of
I

family had its influence for the retention of knowledge.;
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In the study size of family was important for retention 'Of

of knov?ledge regarding improved home practices. The study

reveals that retention of knowledge was low which might itoe
I

due to single exposure given to the respondents through,

different nedia combinations.

Singh and Verma (1987) revealed in their study that

for both simple as well as complex messages there V7as a,

significant loss of knowledge at the retention stage, fhe
complex message showed ^higher retention of kncx-jledge.

The study alsc revealed that Ircespective of the family J
sise* social contacts# and the information sources utilised
by the respondents of the experimental group had gained |
differential level of knowledge at the post exposure and

retention stage for the simple message, and at the reten-
1

tion stage for the complex message. Il

4, Association of independent varia^feileg with dependent j

Variables s ,

A. Age I

Wilson and Gallup (1955) noted that there was an ';
I

increasing response as the age advanced upto 45 years, ,

but as the age advances above 45 years the response was |
lesser in comparison of younger farmers. i

Sahoo (1958) pointed out that there was no significant

•I
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difference between age groups in changing their knov;ledge

and attitude through leaflets, group discussion personal

contact and method denionstration.

Lokhande (1959) observed that age of the farmer had

no influence on the effectiveness of extension methods,

Rao and Ralieja (1959) observed that age of the culti

vator had some influence in bringing about change in atti

tude of farmers. The age group 31 to 45 had indicated high

response than below 30 years or above 46 years of age in

accepting improved farming practices. The extension methods

employed were personal contact# flannel graph and method

demonstration.

Vishnoi and Sinha (1960) conducted a field experi!i>ent

on the impact of seven extension methods along with the use

of visual aids in the union territory of Delhi. In all the

methods age was related to behaviour (knov/ledge, skill and

attitude).

Vishnoi and Bose (1961) claimed that age of farmers

had no association with their gain in knowledge.

Singh and Akhouri (1966) in their study reported that

age does influence the amount of knov;ledge gained by farmers.

Roy (1966) concluded that the effectiveness of

lecture, group discussion and bulletin was influenced by

age of the farmers. He also found that age affected the

learning capacity of the farmers. Farmers above 35 years of

age had a high learning capacity.
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Bhaskaram and Mahajan (1968) found that young and

middle aged farmers were slightly superior to the old age

group in the matter of retention of knowledge about exten

sion jRethods.

Reddy and Somasundaram (1968) found that age was not

an important factor in stimulating farmers to further action,

Sekhon (1970) reported that old farmers were as good

as young farmers in learning improved practices.

Dornish (1971) reported that younger dairy men showed

a higher gain in knov.'ledge than older dairymen.

Singh et al. (1971) reported no association between

age of farirers and gain in knowledge.

Tarapi and Menon (1972) reported that there was no

significant relationship between age and gain in knowledge

from lecture method of presentation.
\

Maaer and Brown (1974 ),'hav^l found that younger

dairy nen showed a higher, gain in knowledge than older

dairy men.

Subram^nyan (1975) found in a field experiment that

age of farmers had influenced significantly the- retention

of knowledge gained through different combination of

extension methods. The study pointed out that young farmer

had retained more knov?ledge through each of the combination

as compared to middle aged or old farmers.
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Doraiswamy (1977) said that age and education has

no influence on the retention of knowledge.

Kaleel (1978) found that age had no significant

relationship with Icnowledge gained by farmers about subject

matter.

Somasundaram and Singh (1978) found age as signifi

cantly correlated Vv^ith knov/ledge gain in the case of

adopters.

Nagaraja (1979) found that age was significantly

associated with gain in knowledge by farmers.

Raghavsndra (197,9) reported that each one of the

communication method under study had exerted similar

influence in increasing knowledge of farmers 1x2longing to

young/ middle and old age categories.

Seetharamu (1979) reported media treatirents and

control did not differ in their effect on knowledge of

dairy farners belonging to different age groups.

Shasidharmurthy (1979) observed that wall newspaper

plus slide show v;as most effective in increasing knowledge

among dairy farmers belonging to old age group,

Srishkumar (1979) observed that age of the respond

ents had no influence on increasing the knowledge of farmers

through media combinations.

Suryaprakash (1979) reported that exhibition with

slideshow was most effective in terms of knowledge among

young farmers.
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selvanayagom (1980) found that young farmers gained

rrore knowledge than mid adult and late adult groups.

NarasaKraJ {(1981) reportedthat age of respondents

iiifluenced the effects of folder plus chart# folder plus

slide chow and chart plus slide shov?, in increasing the

knowledge of silJworm reax-ers.

Chandrakandan (1982) stated that young farmers could

gain and retain iiore knowledge than middle aged and old

farmers. The latter group showed no significant difference

Ixjtween them.

Rajanna (1982) conducted an experimental study in

which the farmers of young age demonstrated significantly

higher gain in over all knowledge when compared to the

farmers of old age group.

Siddaramaiah and Rajanna (1984) reported that the

respondents o£ younger age had acored significantly over

the other categories of farmers.

3. Family size:

Dhankar (1965) reported that size of the family was

positively associated ^feith participation in extension

meetings.

Singh ^ (1971) stated that effectiveness of

visual aids over lecture irs^thods was not at all influenced

by family size if properly treated, handled and presented.
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Seetharamu (1979) reported that media treatinents and

control did not differ in their effect on knowledge of dairy

farmers with reference to family size.

Shashidharamurthy (1979) reported that there was no

differential influence of media treatments on knoxvledge of

farmers of varying family size.

Srishkumar (1979) observed that family size of the

respondents had not influenced the effects of the media

combination in increasing knowledge,

Suryaprakash (1979) found that family size of respon

dents had no influence on the effects of the media treatments

in terms of increasing knowledge.

Narasaraj (1981) reported that family size of the

farmers did not infdiuence the effects of media treatments

in gaining knov^ledge,.

Rajanna (1982) found that there is no influence of -

family size on the effects of media treatments in increasing

over all knowledge.

Malviya and Verma (1987) revealed that size of family

^ as well as type of family had least significant influence on

the gain in knowledge whereas the size and type of family

had most significant influence for the retention of knowledge

J
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regarddLng improved home practices.
i

C. Income

Vishnoi and Bose (1961) found that income has |
influence:'; on the gain in knov?ledge. The study revealed

that the higher income group was significantly superior,

only in the group discussion exposure and not in personal
i,

contact exposure and field trip.

Somasundaram and Singh (1978) found significant

correlation between knowledge gain and income in case df
!,

adopters. i'

D, Exposure to infortriation sources;
I •

Singh et al. (1971) reported that there was no sig-
'l

nificant correlation betvjeen neivspaper reading behaviour

of farmers and their gain in knowledge.

Ougwekar (1973) opined iihat a communicable fact ;

should be disaeminated in such a way that it will motivpte

people to direct action. In his view, continuous exposjures
to various tools of commiinication is the key for successful

motivational and action led flow of information.
r

Shingi and Modi (1974) found that those who had '
{'

limited exposure to radio gained more knov.'ledge. •

Sripal (1978) established a positive relationship

between knowledge gain and mass media exposure.

Nagaraja (1979) observed that farmers with high mass

media participation level demonstrated significantly higher

"r'

V
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gain in knowledge when compared to ,the farmers who had low

and medium mass media participation.

Chandrakandan (1980) established that radio listening

behaviour had significant influence on knowledge gain of

farmer listeners.

Selvaraj and Knight (1985) reported that mass media

participation has no significant influence in the gain in

knowledge.

Socio Kolltical participation

Schneider (1973) reported that participation in formal

organizations predicted the amount of informations a respon

dent would receive.

Singh and Prasad (1974) in their study observed a

positive relationship between the social.participation of

farmers and their gain in knov;ledge,

Singh ^ al. (1971) reported a non-significant corre

lation between farmer's membership in organizations and their

gain in knowledge.

Ganesh (1975) and rfelappanvar (1979) found that there

was no significant association between social participation

of the respondent farmers and their gain in knoivledge as a

result of training.

Sundareshan (1976) found that there vias no relation

ship tetween social participation and tlie knov;ledge gained

by the farmers.

V
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Nagaraja (1979) indicated that the farniers having

organizational participation differed significantly from

the farmers having no organizational participation in

terms of gain in knowledge.

F. Cosmopoliteness

Rogers and Svenning (1969) defined cosmopolitness

as the extent of contact outside the village# such as visi

ting the nearest town and membership in organizations •

outside the village.

Knight and Singh (1975) reported that cosmopolitness

has a positive relationship with gain in knowledge of farmers,

Somasundaram and Singh (1978) found urban contact as

significantly correlated with knowledge gain in casecf

adopters.

Seetharamu (1979) observed that media treatments

and control did not differ in their effect on knowledge of

dairy farmers with varying degrees of cosmopoliteness.

Shashidharamurthy (1979) noted that cosmopoliteness

did not influence the effects of media combinacions in

increasing knowledge.

According to Srishkuimr (1979) cosmopoliteness

characteristic of respondents did not influence the

effects of the media treatirsents in increasing knowledge.
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Suryaprcikash (1979) observed that cosmopoliteness

bad significant influence on the effects of rredia treatments

in increasing knowledge o£ farmers.

Kainarudeen (1981) found a positive relationship

between knovjledge of farmers and cosmopoliteness.

Narasaraj (1981) reported that cosnrapolitness of the

respondents did not influence the effects of media treatnjents

in terms of gain in kn®-/ledge.

Chandrakandan (1982) found urban contact'^ of the

farmers to have significant influence on their retention

of knowledge.

Siddarnvaiah and Rajanna (1984) found that real

knowledge/Comprehension knowledge and overall knovjledge

were influenced significantly by cosmopoliteness.
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r-iETKODGLOGY

This chapter deals with the irethodolc5gy followed

in the study and presented under the following sub-headss

1. Locale of the study

2. Selection of the sample

3. Selection of massage

4. Experimental design

5. Designing the treatments

6. Preparation of visual aids for different treatn-ents and

conducting of the experiment

7. Selection of variables and their measurement

8. DevelopnKint of interview schedule and collection of data

9. Statistical tools used

^ 1.

The study was conducted in the coastal areas of

- Kottukal Panchayat in Athiyannur block, Trivandrum Dist.

Kottukal was selected purposively because, this Panchayat

had the maximum number of neo-literate groups organised

by KANFED.

Kottukal Panchayat consists of five villages

from v/hich tv7o villages namely, Adimalathura and Pulluvila,

where maximum number of neo-literate groups have been

organised, were finally selected for the study. The

selection process was completed with the active involvement

and help of the local fisheries developfnent officer.
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KANFEE) Officials, village level workers and local Panchayat

members.

The Adimalathura and Pulluvila villages am

situated a few kilometres av;ay from the famous Kovalam

beach resort and the Vizhinjani Harbour.

Itejority of the population in the study area

belong to fishermen community vjho earn their bread by

means of fishing from the sea. l-^bst of them use the

indigenous devices and vessels for their v7ork in the sea#

but a very few possess toats fitted vjith motors. Tradi

tionally majority of the fishermen in the area do not

send their children to schools regularly.

The church situated at Adimalathura is the major

^ social institution which excerts great influence on the

fishermen in the area. Apart from this, the Fisheries

Development Office and Public Healtli Centre also lielp

the fishermen to identify and solve their problems perta

ining to the respective areas.

2. Selection of the sample

In the experimental villages , besides KANFED,

some philanthropic organisations and Christian missionaries

V- conduct adult education prograiwoes. The classes have been

conducted without any specific periodicity or venue.

Usually the venue of classes would be on sea shore and
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hence there x-zere no facilities to use any visual aids to

support the lessons.

There x-jere a few groups of neo—literates in which

the KAI3FED used primers for teaching. Ninety such neo-

literates who could read and write vjere selected from the

two villages and divided into three matching groups of

30 each for the exposure of various stimuli. Matching was

done based on the socio-personal characteristics of the

neo-literates.

3, Selection of message

The rressage used in this experimental study was

selected based on tlie needs and interest of the respondent

groups. A preliminary discussion was conducted to select

an appropriate message for the study. Nutritional aspects

of children and health hasards were the serious problems

of the area. Hence, the consensus was for "human nutrition".

This topic V7as again sub-divided into four sub-topics -

(a) "Balanced diet", (b) "Deficiency diseases", (c) "Environ

mental hygiene, and (d) "Dysentary - reasons and remedies",

to match the number of treatments in the experiment.

4. Experimental design

An experimental design to find out the effective

ness of visual teaching methods in terms of gain in knowledge
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and retention of knowledge, which has bsen used by Venugopal

(1975) Singh and Singh (1976) and Nagaraja (1979) vjas used

with slight modifications for the present study. The modi«

fied experinental design is depicted here under:

Before After

^3Xi ^2

Pre-test Post-test Post-delay test

Where,

= Level of knov7ledge of the experimental

group prior to exposure to a particular

visual aid (stimulus).

X = Level of knowledge of experimental group
2

iiRmediately after exposure to the same

visual aid (stimulus).

= Level of knowledge of the experimental

group 15 days after exposure to the san®

teaching aid (stimulus).

The three groups were e^^osed to each of the

treatments in a random manner so that each croup could

get all the treatments in different combinations with

the selected sub-topics.

5. Desionina the treatrnents

The experiment consisted of the following four

treatments.



1. Lecture alone ^0

2. Tecture plus slides ^1

3. Lecture plus flash cards •^2

4. Lecture plus flannel

graph *^3

46

A detailed design of treatment - sub-topic com

bination was prepared to avoid the residual effect of

message presentation. As per this design the sub-topic

for the treatment# (lecture alone) - "diarrhoea -

reasons and remedies", was common for all the three groups

of respondents. The other three sub—topics vis,# "balanced

diet"# "deficiency diseases" and environmental hygien

were applied to the respondents in a differential' combina

tion with the rest of the treatments naniely slides# flash-

cards and flannel graph. The sub-topics of the rrajor

message were adequately combined -with the four treatments

of the study so that each group could get all the four

sub-topics as well as all the four treatsTients. This

enabled the researcher to analyse the data with regard to

the 90 respondents together.

6. Preparation of visual aids for different treatments

and conducting the experinent.

The relevant information on various sub-topics

under the main topic of "human nutrition" was collected
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from text books, reports, pamphlets and other publications

of Universities and Department of Health Services, Kerala.

.The information thus collected vras processed and prepared

into lecture script for each sub—topics in vernacular

language.

a. Slides

Sets of colour slides on each sub-topic were

procured from the Family Welfare Training Centre, Trivan-

drum and Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK), Hitraniketan,

Trivandrum. These slides were previewed and arranged in

a logical sequence so as to suppiament the subject matter

included in the lecture note. There were 24 slides for

each topic.'

b. Flash cards

Key points in the lectur-^- note were identified

and flash cards of standard sise, with suitable illustra

tions were jjrepared as the second visual aid for the

experiment. For each topic there v;ere 12 flash cards,

c. Flannel graph

With the help of the key points identified a set

^ of flannel strips were also prepared to supplement the

lecture script. Siir$>ie sketches and diagrams using appro

priate colour combinations were included in the flannel
strips.
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Suitable modifications were made in the lecture

script to suit the presentation of slides, flash cards

and flannel graph, when they were combined v.'ith lecture

without deleting any key points included in the lecture

script.

Before presenting the different treatments to

the experimental groups the researcher presented them

before a selected group of scientists in the Departirent

of Agricultural Extension,. College of Agriculture,

Vellayani as well as before a' selected group o£ neo-

literates in a non-study area. Suitable modifications

in respect of sequence and mode of presentation were made

as per the suggestionsof the scientists and neo-literates.

This was rehearsed a number of times by the researcher

until he got consistent performance.

Each treatment was given to each of the three

neo-literate groups with different combinations of sub

topics selected.

Care v?as also taken to see that the audience could

get a clear view of the three visual aids used. To enable

this, there was a reasonable time gap in between t.he proje-

^ ction of ..two slides as well as the display of flash cards

and flannel graph, ^n order to enable the respondents to

have a closer view, the flash cards vjere also taken round

the participants.
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Before the actual conduct of the experiment, a

detailed plan of schedule and an experimental design vjere

prepared by the researcher. The schedule and design o£

the experiment were finalised after discussions \ilth the

local leaders, KANFED officials and village level vjorkers.

With the help of the local Fisheries Officer and

K/illage level adult education workers of the areas the

researcher explained the purpose of this study feo the

neo-literate groups well in advance. This helped to

build a rapport with the groups.

The date, time and venue for conductir^ the

experiment in each of the group were finalised in consul

tation with the groups to suit their convenience.

The experimental groups v.'ere given necessary

instructions fcefore the corriiTiencerfent of the experiment.

An objective type knov^'ledge test containing 25

questions under each sub-topic was prepared and adixdnistered

before and immediately after the exposure of the stimuli

to assess the gain in knov^ledge.

To measure the retention of knov/ledge, the same

test was administered 15 days after the exposure.
V ^

The questions as well as their answer choices

were read-jout by the researcher to enable easy marking

of responses toy the neo-literates. In order to facilitate
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easy answering toy the respondents, the questions got

stenciled in bold letters vJith sufficient space in

between lines.

7. -qplgcition o£ variables and th^^ir measurement

The study aimed at finding out the relative effe

ctiveness of different visual aids in terms of (a) ^ain

in knowledge and (b) retention of knowledge. Thus the two

variables nan^ly? gain in knowledge and retention, of

ledge formed the dependent variables or the study*

Based on review of literature and discussions

with experts, few socio-personal characteristics were ^

selected as independent variables in the study. They

were (a) age (b) family size (c) averaye annual income

(d) exposure to inforrnation sources (e) socio-political
participation and <f) cosmopoliteness.

.fteasuren'ent of variables

A. Dependent variables;

a. Gain in knowledge

Knowledge includes all those behaviours and test

situations which emphasize the rerrembering either by

recognition or by recall of the icfeas and material on sonie

phenomena (Bloom, 1956

For the measurement of gain in kno«v'leage through

various treatments,, a simple teacher-made objective type
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test was constructed following the procedure adopted byl'

Nagaraja (1979), Narasaraj (1981) and Rajanna (1982) wi^h

slight modifications. Care was taken to ensure that the

questions covered tlie entire range of subject matter sele

cted for the study. '

The tests were pre-tested with a group of neo-|

literate - fishermen in the non-study area in order to ;

avoid ambiguities and duplication as well as to help tO]

edit some of the questions. After this process* 25 j
'!

items were finally selected for the purpose of this study

under each of the four sub-topics (Appendix II). The ji
li

respondents were asked to indicate the statement either> as

•true* or 'false*. Each correct response was given a

score of 'one* and the incorrect response was given a i,
!l

score of 'zero'. The total score secured in all the

correct responses indicated the Itnowledge score of the

respondents. The possible scores of this test ranged >
li

from a minimum of aero to a maximum of *25 '. ,j

The knowledge test was administered to tte respon

dents - |I

i. before the treatment (pre-test) •
!,

ii. iirenediately after the treatment (post-test). ji

The difference in the knowledge score of respond-
1

ents between pre—test and post—test indicated a measurej of

gain in knowledge.
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Gain in knowledge was computed as per centage of

net gain knowledge over the total possible knovjledge

for a respondent on the test, using the follo^ijing formula.

Percent gain
in knowledge

n

= ^ ts - 4
X 100

Where,

n

^ =

n

^ ts =
1

n

4
P

Sura of scores obtained for pre-test.

sum of scores - obtoined for post-test.

n

^ t = Sum of -Dossible scores for the test.^ P

The per c^nt gain in knov'ledge for each respondent

was obtained and the mean score was arrived at for the

respondents based on which further analysis has been done,

b. Retention of imowledge;

Retention of knowledge is operationalised as the

amount of knowledge retained by an Individual on a parti

cular topic after a reasonable period of time, as a result

of the four treatments.
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•The same teacher-made test prepared for assessing

the gain in 3cnovv3.edge was applied here also but with a gap

of 15 days after the exposure or each stimulus. This test

is indicated as post-delay test.

Retention of ]cnowledge v;as computed by deducting

percentage of loss of knowledge due to post-delay test

from the percentage of net knov;ledge gained usiiig the

formula;

Retention of | Percentage gain § | Per cent loss of

knox^ledge 1 in knowledge I . | knowledge due to
9 post-delay test.

Per cent loss of knov;lodge due to post delay test

was computed as follows: ^ n

Per cent knov?ledge lost = ^ ^2 ^ ^3
n

i1 p

X ICX)

Where,

n

^ t, = sum of scores obtained for post-test.
1

^ = Sum of scores obtained for pcst-delay test.

n

^ t = Sum of possible scores for the test.
1 P
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(B) Independent variables

a. Age:

i^ge o£ the respondents •was ineasured as the number

of completed years at the tirre of conducting the study.

fjfean age was computed and based on mean and standard devia

tion the respondents were categorised into young/ middle

and old aged groups.

b. Fan^ily siaet

The sisQ of the family refers to the total number

of individuals being the nenabers o£ the family of each

of the respondent. The members themselves will be the

numerical values against each respond-ent in the case of

this variable.

Based on mean and standard deviation, the respond

ents were categorised into those belonging to small* medium

and big families.

c. Average', annua3.' incorre

The average annual income of the respondents as

expressed by themselves vias taken into account for measu

ring this variable. The average income of the respondent

in this particular study covers the income earned by all

the members of the family as a unit.-

d. Exposure to information sources s

To measure the exposure to information sources,

the scale developed by Prasad (1983) was used. The items

and scoring i:»roGedure adopted in quantifying the variable

v;Qre as follov?s s-
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Frequency •

Regular Occassional Nevi^r
(Daily) (Once in a week)

(2) (1) (Cj;)

A. sources; :j

1. Radio

•T' ii
2. Newspaper

3. Printed il

material. ;
I

B. Formal personal sources; |
• ' I

1, V.L.W/Agril. '•
Demonstrator 4

2, Fisheries Officers

3, B.D.O/Agril. ''
Officer;

^ C. Tnfnrmal/T^rsooal sourcesi

1. Family mexnt^rs;
||

2. Friends/
relatives; ,,

j

3. Neighbours/
fellow fishermen;

The total scores were added upto get the score:
'I

for the variable, the mean value of which can be used for

measuring the variable. j'
I

e. Socio-political participation; i

This variable was also rreasured by adopting fcl^ie
ii

scoring system followed in the socio-economic status scale

developed by Venkataramaiah (1983). The scoring was done



as follows

Score

1. Without any official position

in socio-political organisa

tion.

2. Official position in one

or more organization/

institution

3. Official position in

social and political

coiistd. ttee/bodies

Financial contribution or

raising fund comirion work I:

5. i\ctiva office tearer 4

6. involvement in conanuaity \irork 5

The individual score of che respondent was taken

as the total score under this variable for further analysis,
f. Cosmopoliteness t

Cosmopoliteness vras measured based on the scale

developed by Ambastha (1986) with slight modifications.

The modified scale used in this study contained a set of
six statements T^jhich were measured on a five-point conti

nuum ranging from Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Undeci
ded (UD), Disagree (EA). strongly Disagree (SDA) with

scores 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Thus the maximum

%
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possible score that could be secured by a respondent i>;as

30 and the minimum was 6. The main consideration of this

scale was the extent of contacts outside the village

community. The components of the scale consisted the

following.

Statements Responses

SA A TO DA SPA

1. A fisherman can

learn everything

from the experiences.

2. A man can escape

numerous troubles and

worries if he consults

friends and neighbours.

3. A fisherman can fulfil

all his needs with the

help of his village

folks.

4. Many things a f isheriran

ought to know are not

only confined in his

village, but are alike

in otJ^r villages,

5. These days when coroniu-

nication has so much

advanced, a fisherman
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should know more

about outside life.

6. He who doesn't consult

others/ can act better.

8. Development of interview schedule and collection of data.

For the collection of data# a structured interview

schedule xvas prepared which coinprised personal information

of the respondent in its first part and the data regarding

independent vsriebXes in the second part. The interview

schedule T,-jas pre-tested in a non-study area where similar

traintog prograiroiies are being organised by philanthropic

organisations. In the light of the pre-test results

necessary modifications vfere incorporated in the schedule.

Each respondent was approeched individually bj tlie researcher

and the Inforraation recorded in the schedule,

9• .statiGtiGal tools used;

•The follov;ing statistical tools were used in the

analy^,4s of the data.

a. Frequency and percentage

SoiTS of the data are subjected to and interpreted

in terrrs of frequency and percentages.

b. Mean

The aritiiniatic siraan (X) is the cruotienb that

results when sura of all items in tr© series is divided by
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the number of the.' items. The formula in terms of symbol is

|:

— . "Where i'

X = Itean ;

^ X = sum of individual items :>
K = Number of items.

c. standard deviation (s.D.) i

The standard deviation was found out by taking

the differences of each items in the series from the ,
•I

arithnstic mean* squaring these differences* summing all
il

the squared differences - dividing by the number of items

and then extracting the square root. The formula in terms
;|

of symbol is |

S.D —/ ^X . .

SD = Standard deviation
1

= sura of the squared deviations from the fpan.

N = Number of items. j

d. Analysis of variance (AMOVA) was used for determining
the variance of treatjuenws in their effect on the ;

dependent variables. i'

e. The critical difference (C.D) x^as used to ascertalii
the significarii: difference between and among the ,•

different treatments. ;

The C.D. was computed by using the formula

C.D. = [2^^ where
v.r
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MSE = Mean squared error

V = Number of treatments

r = Number of replications.

f. Simple correlations were computed to find out the

relationship between the various independent variables

and the dependent variables and also to study the

inter-relationships among the various independent

variables.

a. The regression ailialysis was done to determine the net

contribution of the selected independent variables

to the <3e"D3ndent variables. This Qives the percentage

of vai-iQtion that a set of independent variables

jointly explain in the dependent variable.

The regression equation erTployed in this study was

Y = AO + b^:c3 + b^x^ -i- -}•

Y = Dependent variable

A0= An intercept

X,....X- = Independent variables.
1 o

General Hypotheses for the study

The follovjing general hypotheses were formulated

keeping in view the objectives of the study.

1. There v/ould not be any significant difference between

the visual-aids in combination tvith lecture and

lecture alone method in their effect on gain in

knov;ledge by neo-literates.
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2. There would not be any significant difference

between the three visual aids each other in their

effect on the gain in knowledge of neo-literates

when used in combination with lecture.

3.. There v;ould not be any significant difference betvjeen

the visual aids in combination with lecture and

lecture alone method in their effect on retention

knowledge by neo-literates.

4, There would not be any significant difference

bet^-jeen the three visual aids each other in their

effect on the retention of knowledge by neo-literates

when used in combination with lecture.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the results of the experinnental

study are presented and discussed under the following

sub-heads.

1. Distribution of neo—literates based on their

socio-personal characteristics. ^

2. Relative effectiveness o£ selected visual aids

on gain in knowledge of neo-literates.

3. Relationship between gain in knowledge and the

various socio-personal characteristics of neo-

literates.

4. Relative effectiveness of selected visual aids

on retention of knowledge by neo-literates.

5. Relationship betv;een retention of knovjledge and

the socio-personal characteristics of neo-

literates .

1, Distribution of neo—literates based on their

socio-personal characteristics

1.1. Age

The distribution of respondents according to their
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age is given in table l.l.

Table 1.1. Frequency distribution of respondents

based on age groups.

/ ' •

L"'

S3

Category of respondents Frequency Percen«^age
No.

1 Young ( <23 years) 14 15.60

2 Middle aged (Betvjeen 23 and 53
years) 58 64.40

3 Old ( y 53 years) 18 20.00

Total 90 100.00

A cursory view of Table 1.1 shov/s that majority of

respondents (64.40%) telonged to middle-age category. Or

the remaining, 15.60 percent belonged to young and 20.00

per osnt to old categories.

1.2. Family size

The distribution of neo-literate respondents as

per their family size is given in Table 1.2.
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Table 1,2. Frequency distribution of respondents

based on family size

L):
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Category of respondents Frequency Percentage
NO •

1 Small ( meml^rs) 22 24.40

2 ^Sediuf^ (Between 3 and 8 members) 45 50,00

3 Big ( ^8 members) 23 25,60

Total 90 lOO.OO

Table 1.2 reveals that exactly half of the respond

ents {50.00%) had medium family size whereas the rest of the

respondents were distributed into small family (24,4C?o), and

big family (25.60?i) group.

1.3. Average annual income

The distribution of respondents according to their

average annual income is presented in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3, Frequency distxibution of respondents based

on average annual income

SI.

No,
Category of respondents Frequency Percentage

1 Low ( <Rs.2418 per annum) 13 14.40

2 Medium (Betv/een Rs.24l8 and

6510 per annum) 62 68.90

3 High ( >Rs,65lO per annum) 15 16.70

Total 90 100.00

A glance at Table 1.3. shows that majority of the

respondents (68.9C^) belonged to the medium income group

whereas the rest of them were distributed under low incosne

group (14.40%) and high income group 16.70%).

1.4. Exposure to information sources

Distribution of respon<fents according to their

exposure to information sources are presented in Table 1.4,

Table 1.4. Frequency distribution of respondents based

on exposure to information sources
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Category of respondents Frequency Percentage
No.

1 Low ( <s7) 22 24.40

2 I-fedium (Between 7 and 12) 45 50.00

3 High ( >12) 23 25.60

Total 90 lOO.OO

A cursory look at Table 1.4, reveals that 50 per cent

of the respondents belonged to the medium group while the

rest is almost equally divided into low (24.40%) and high

(25.60%) groups according to their exposure to information

sources.

1.5. aocio-political participation

The distribution of respondents according to socio

political participation is shown in Table 1.5.

Table 1.5. Frequency distribtifcion of respondents based,

on socio-political participation.

Si.No. Category of respondents Frequency Percentage

'l'""" 2 " 3 4

1 LOW ( <.1) 39 43.30
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2 Medium (between 1 and 4) 28 31.10

3 High ( > 4) 23 25.60
i'

Total 90 loo•00
r

I

*7

A perusal of Table 1.5. reveals that naximum number

of respondents belonged to the low socio-political participa

tion category (43.30S^a) followed by medium (31.10%) and high

(25.60%) categories. !

I'

1.6. Cosmopoliteness I

The distribution of respondents according to

cosmopoliteness is depicted in Table 1.6. |
I

I

Table 1.6. Frequency distributed of respondents based on,
I

cosmopoliteness ;

r= = = =r==:=: = =5=s = =:=r = = =: = =: = ==: = = = =

SI.No. Category of respondents Frequency Percentage

1 Low ( < 17) 20 22.20
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1 2 3 4

2 Medium (Between 17 and 25) 52 57,80

3 High ( > 25) 18 20,00

Total 90 100,OO

A cursory look at Table 1,5. shows that more than

half of the respondents (57,80%) belonged to the medium

category of cosmopoliteness while the rest were almost

equally distributed between lov7 (22,20?^.) and high (20,00%)

caregories,

2, Relative effectiveness of different selected visual

aids on gain in knoiv'ledge of nee-literates.

The relative effectiveness of different selected

visual aids on gain in knov;ledge of neo-literates was studied,

the results of which are presented in Table 2,1 and 2.2.
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Table 2.1. Mean scores of gain in knowledge of

respondents as influenced by different

treatments
n = 90

SI.No. Treatments J'tean scores of gain in knowledge

1 Lecture alone (T^^) 32,05

2 Lecture plus
slides (Tj^) 45.82

3 Lecture plus
flash cards (Tg) 42.40

Lecture plus
flannel graph (T^) 37.51

Table 2.1. presents the mean scores of gain in

knowledge of respondents for the four treatments including

the lecture alone method and T^). It could

be seen that there was significant differences in the mean

scores obtained by the neo-literate fishermen for the

different treatiivents. Treatment ie., lecture combined

v/ith slides secured the maximum mean score of 45.82 followed

by lecture plus flash cards (T^ = 42.40) and lecture plus

flannel graph (T^ = 37.51) v;hen compared with lecture alone
(T^ = 32.05).

To find out whether the variance due to the experi-

nental treatn^snts is statistically significant# the date
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were further subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and

the results are presented in Table 2.2,

Table 2.2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of gain in

knovjledge of the respondents as influenced ^
' ^' • r-.

by different visual aids. , v-

= = =. = = = = = = == = = =: = = = = = = - = = = = ='= i
"" " Sura of squares Mean square

Sources df (SS) ' F

Treatments 3 352.892 117.631 47.595*'*

Replication 2 3.051 1.526

Error 6 14.829 2.472

Total 11 370.772

CD = 0.673

**Significant at 1% level of probability.

From Table 2.2 the F ratio (F = 47.595) was found

to be highly significant indicating tliat the variation in

gain in Icnowledge v;as due to the different visual aids; -

used in the study.

The Goinputed value of critical difference (CD)

revealed that all the three visual aids used in the study
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when combined with lecture & T^) vjere significantly
superior to the lecture alone (Tq) method. Among the three

significantly superior treatments (T^, lecture

plus slides (T^) had the maximum influence on gain in

knowledge of the experimental group over the other tsvo

rrethods viz., lecture plus flash cards (Tg) and lecture

plus flannel graph

In the above findings# though lecture plus flash

cards (T2) contributed next to lecture plus slides (T^)

only^ it was significantly supeiior to viz., lecture

plus flannel graph.

The findings reveal that of the three visual aids,

slides had the ma>:imum effect in combination with lecture

in terms of gain in knovjledge among the neo-literates.

Further, it v/as evident that all the three visual aids

when combJaied with lecture, vsere significantly superior

to lecture alone raethod. The result emphasises the need

for making use of visual aids for imparting knowledge to

neo-literate audience^

The results of the studies reported by Mohanty

(1962), Bacon (1963), Weaver and Bellinger (1963), Hass

and Packer (1964), Jalihal (1965), Ramkrishan (1965),

Srinivasamurtliy (1965), Rao and Rao (1970), Singh <3t al.

(1971), Nanjaiyan et al. (1976), Shashidharamurthy (1979),
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Suryaprakash (1979) Reddy (1980) and Siddaramaiah and

Rajanna (1984) support the present finding that the

visual aids such as slides, flash cards and flannel graph

are better in increasing the knov;ledge of respondents.

Since the three visual aids experimented in this

study along with lecture were significantly different from

lecture alone iiethad and from each other / the null

hypothesis set for the study that ttere vjould not be any

significant difference in gain in knowledge of neo-

literates due to visual aids combined v;ith lecture method

is rejected.

Similarly, the null hypothesis that there would

-t
not be any difference between different visual aids in

increasing the gain in knowledge of neo-literates is also

rejected.

The superiority of the combination o£ lecture plus

slides over the lecture plus flash cards and lecture plus

flannel graph could be attributed to the inherent qualities

of slides in terms of attracting and holding attention,

stimulating- interest and making subject matter more under

standable. Slides help to dramatize a point. This visual

aid presents tl-e inforination in a systematic manner so as

to iTBke the audience gain as such information as possible.
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This could help to acquire more knowledge and

naturally maximum influence was exerted by the lecture

plus slide combination.

3, Relationship between gain in knowledge aaid the various

socio-personal characteristics of neo-literates♦
I

r

To study the relationship tetween gain in knov7ledge

and each of the selected independent variables vi2», age,

family size, average annual income, exposure to informa-
I'

tion sources, socio-political participation and eosroopoli-

teness, correlation coefficient (r) was computed and the
i

results are presented here under.

Table 3.1. Correlation tetween gain in knowledge and the

independent variables. !
I

Correlation coefficient (r)

X,

X
2

^3

X.

X.

Age

- 2'-

•*0.252$

Pamily size 0.2742

**

0.2761

Average ann

ual income

Exposure to
information

sources

Socio-poli-
tical partl-^
cipation *"0.0339
Cosmopoli-
teness 0.1285

0.1703

lecture Lecture Lecture

Vari- Lecture plus plus plus
able Independent alone slides flash flannel
no. variable cards graph

(T^) (T.) (S,) (T,)

"0.3884

0.3427

"0.2047

0.2039

„ -kit
0.5254

0.4143

"0.2454

0.2316

£ - - -
. **
0.6004 j

**

O.5446 I

** '
0.3915::

0.2491!

"0.1170 0.1716 "0.0366i

0.3235
**

0.5023
**

0.4364
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♦significant at 5 per cent of probability.

**Signi£icant at 1 per cent of probability.

I

3,1,1, Relationship between age and gain in knowledge.

An examination of Table 3.1 reveals that age was

significant but negatively correlated with gain in ,

knowledge in the case of all the four treatments. ;

Among the three visual aids which v/ere significant

but negatively correlated, lecture plus flannel graph ;

contributed maximum with a correlation coefficient, •
t

r = "*0,6004/ followed by lecture plus flash cards

(r = *^0.5254) and lecture plus slides (r = 0.3884).

From the 'r' values, it could be observed that, as the; age

of the respondents increased, gain in knowledge decreased.
/' I

In other words, fishermen o£ young age group acquired more

knowledge when visual aifls were used to supplement lec;tures
I;

as- compared with older neo-literate fishermen. .

This result is in conformity v.'ith the results ,

reported by Singh and Akhouri (1966), Dornish (1971), |
I'

Kazer and Brown (1974), Nagaraja (1979), 5eIvanayagam fl980),

Narasaraj (1981), Rajanna (1982) and Siddaramaiah and i
' . ' I

^ Rajanna (1984). In these studies also, the young farmers
demonstrated significantly higher gain in kno>7l«3ge when

compared to the old farmers. • '
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The finding seems natural in view of the fact that

younger people,in general# are more enthusiastic and

dynamic. In Contrast to this, there will te decline in

learning ability of the older respondents, as suggested

by psychologists, due to the degeneration of the nervous

system, lack of concentration, lack of interest in new

types of tafeks^etCi These qualities might be responsible

for ma}cing them to gain less knov7ledge when compared to

younger people.

Similarly the results had implications that age

was significantly influencing the knov;ledge gain when

visual aids such as slides, flash cards and flannel graphs

were used along with lecture than the lecture alone metliod.

3.1*2. Relationship between family s-jge and gain J.n

A perusal of Table 3.1 indicates that the faraily sis

was significant but negatively correlated with gain in

3<;nowledge of neo-literates in all the four treatments.

Lecture plus flahiriel graph had . the maximum \'alue of

correlation coefficient (r = 0.5446) followed by

lecture plus flash cards (r = "0.4143) lecture plus slides

(r = 0.?!3'427) and lecture alone (r = ~0,2742).
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I

It Is obvious from these results that as the family

sijse increased, gain in knowledge decreased anong the ;

neo-literate respondents. j

In. thiis study, it seems that, the big family i
i;

adversely affected the gain in knowledge which mi^t be
i

due to the fact that as the size of family increases, ;

there would be more financial stress and consequently 1

their quest for knowledge is likely to decrease*
r

3.1.3. RelafcionBhio between average annual income and

Cfain In kncft-?ledge

It was found from Table 3.1 that gain in kno^^leiSge
1

was significantly and negatively correlated with average

annual income of the respondents in the case of Tq, Tgi

and T^. In the case of lecture plus slides (T^.) / though
!•

gain in knox-7ledge was negatively correlated vjith average
!

annual income, it v.'as not significant. j.

Thus for all the four treatroents it could he seen

I

that as the average annual income of respondents increased,
I

the gain in knovjledge decreased. It is only natural that

as the income increases the respondents bother less tO|

acquire nev; knowledge on the other hand the lov; income ].

group would have an urge to gain more knowledge and thereby

improve their standard of living.
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This situation is comparable v/ith the case study

reported by Rogers (1968) about the steel axes for stone

ag§ aborigine. The case study, conducted through partici

pant observation, revealed the undesirable, indirect and

unanticipated consequences of the adoption of s teel axes

by a tribe of Australian aborigines, the'yir yoront'.

Stone axe was the central tool of the tribs who travel

over a vast territory in search of food till it was replaced

by steel axe introduced by the missionaries. The new tool

enabled the tribe to complete their work rapidly and their

leisure tims was increased. Contrary to the expectations

of the missionaries, the Yir yoronts had become more

lethargic and spent their leisure time by sleeping.

The results suggest that the high income group of

neo-literate respondents gained less knov^ledge when com

pared to the low income group, when lecture was supplemen

ted with visual aids. This result is in concordance with

those reported by Vishnoi and Bose (1961) and Somasundarajn

and Singh (1978).

3.1.4. Relationship between exposure to information

sources and gain in knowledge

The relationship between gain in knowledge and expo-
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sure to information sources was positively correlated

(Table 3.1) for all the treatnents. ^ut for (r == 0.1703)

and (r = 0.2039) the relationships vjere positive tout not

significant and for T2 = 0.2316) and (r = 0.2491)
the gain in knoviledge was positively and significantly

correlated. The results clearly indicate the potential

of various information sources in increasing the gain xn

knowledge. Like any other socially and educationally

backward society, the fishernen also have problems of an

intensively demanding kind. By exposing them to information

sources their potential for progress could be brought

into limelight and thereby rrake themselves their own

change agents.

The findings of this study have indicated that the

neo-1iterates with higher exposure to information sources

demonstrated significantly higher gain in knowledge when

flash cards and flannel graplis were used along with

lecture # vjhen compared with the respondents who had low

exposure to information sources.

This result was in support by the findings of

Schneider (1973), Channegowda (1977), Sripal (1978)

Nagaraja (1979) and Chandrakandan (1980).

Those i.'jho have higher exposure to information sources

are more likely to. have extensive contacts with the memters
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from outside the community. This in turn will facilitate

the individual to develop habits of gathering more infor

mation about the topics of their interest. Such neo-

1 iterates will tend to learn iwDre than others who do not

have exposure to information sources. In other v/ords/

exposure to information sources develops modern outlook

among neo-literates making them more efficient in acquir

ing new knowledge.

3.1.5. Relationship between socio-'Political partici

pation and gain in knov^ledge.

A cursory look at Table 3.1 reveals that there was

-no significant correlation between the socio-political

participation of neo-literates and their gain in knowledge,

Except for flash cards (r = 0.1716) the other two visual

aids# viz./ slides (r = "*0.1170) and flannel graph

(r = "*0.0366), when combined with lecture showed negative

correlation which viere not significant.

This reeult is in agreement v/ith the results of

the studies conducted by Singh et al. (1971), Ganesh

^ (1975), Sundareshan (1978) and Halappanavar (1979).
r

The socio-political participation has contributed

less to the gain in knowledge which could be attributed

to the situational factors prevailing in the study area.
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Fishing being the major occupation in the area, the possi

bility of getting themselves involved in socio-political

organizations is very rernote. This is also evident from

the frequency distribution of the neo-literates (Table 1.5)

which indicates that majority of them (74.4055) had only

low to medium level of socio-political participation.

3.1.6. Relatlonahip bPi-.MPxan mamopol iand aa.ln

in knox^rledge.

Cosmopoliteness was found to be significantly and

positively correlated with gain in knowledge when slides#

flash cards and flannel graphs were used in combination

v;ith lecture as revealed by Table 3.1.

The value of correlation coefficient was maximum

for flash cards (r = 0.5023) followed by flannel graph

(r = 0.4364) and slides (r = 0.3235). The lecture alone

method was not significant but positively correlated with

the gain in knowledge of neo-literates.

The results of the present study were in line with

the results of the studies conducted by Knight and Singh

(1975), Somasundaram and Singh (1978), Suryaprakash (1979),

Kamarudeen (1981) and Siddararaaiah and Rajanna (1984).

Cosmopoliteness is a rteasure of the respondent's

contact with those from outside^'the group or village.
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Rogers and Svenning (1969) defined it as the extent of;
I

contact outside the village, such as visiting the neatest

town and membership in organisations outside the village,
•(

A neo-literate with high level of cosraopoliteness
II

would have an orientation towards innovative ideas and i

information from outside his immediate surroundings. This

might have equipped him to open new vistas of inform ation
I

(knowledge) in a more efficient way, thus contributing;

positively and significantly to the gain in 3inowledge.
I

3.2. Regression analysis of gain in knowledge v?ith the
|i

independent variables.
I

Ij

Regression analysis was done to determine the '
I

relative Importance of the different independent variables

on the gain in knowledge of neo-literates. Since the ^ain
!i

in knowledge was neasured in terms of four treatments i

namely lecture alone (T^) lecture plus slides (T^),

lecture plus flash cards (T2) and lecture plus flannelj;
graph (T^)* the results of the regression analysis were

judiously examined for their values, '•

3.2.1. An kt^gwledge by lecture alone
ii

method with the independent variables.

The regression analysis of gain in knowledge by
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lecture alone independent variables wae done

and the results are presented in Table 3.2. j!

Table 3.2, Regression analysis of gain in knowledge by

lecture alone n^thod (Yj) with the independent

variables.

Vari

able
no.

X
4

Xc

X,

Variable

Age

Family sise

Average annual
incesne

Ebcposure to
information

sources

Socio>^political
participation

Cosmopo1iteness

Regression SE of
coefficient b

(b)

•t' value

"0.0164 0.1208 "0.1359

•*0.4103 0.7130 "0.575ip
\

'b.0004 7;7324 "o.SdSi

0*2905 0.2998 0.9690

"0.0465 0.3994 "o.ll63
II

""0^922 0.2505 "0.76^2

F = 1.3199
I

The E value (1^3199) was found to be not significant
2 '

from Table 3.2. Moreover the R value is very low I

(R^ = 0«1013)> which nieans that only 10.13 per cent of tiie

total variation in gain in knowledge due to lecture along

R O.1013
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method (T^) Is explained by the independent variables.

Hence this result was not elaborated further.

3,2,2. Regression of gain in knowledge by lecture plus

atlQea with the Independent variables.

The regression analysis of gain in knov-rledge by

lecture plus slides (Yj) with the independent variables

was done and the results are presented in Table 3,3.

Table 3.3, Regression analysis of gain in knowledge by

lecture plus slides (Yg) with the independent

variables.

Varia

ble no.

^1

^2

^4

^5

Variable
Regression
coefficient SE of b »t' value

(b) .

Age 0.1910

Family size "*0,4758

Average annual
income 0,0003

Exposure to infor
mation sources 0,1933

Socio-political _
participation 0.3743

Cosmopoliteness 0,1542

0.1213 1.5742

0.7158 "0,6647

7.7636 0.3871

0.3009 0.6423

0,4010 ~0.9334

0.2515 0,6131

- - -

F = 3,0648 R = 0,2074

** Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.
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A perusal of Table 3.3 reveals that F sralue

(F = 3.0648) is high but only 20.74 per cent of tiie vari

ation in gain in knowledge due to lecture plus slides (T^)
fry

isn:e3%>lairied •tS^^independen t variables.

3-2.3. Rearesaion nf tpraln -fn Trnowtpdgp by 'lr?ol-iire pl.viP!

flash cards with the independent variables.

The regression analysis o£ gain in knovjledge by

lecture plus flash cards (Y^) with the independent

variables was done and the results are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Regression analysis of gain in knowledge by

lecture plus flash cards (Y3) with the inde

pendent variables.

Varia- variable Progression
ble no. codfficient SE of b 't* value

(b)

Xi Age "0.3600 0.1356 "2.6552

^2 Family size 0.1032 0,7999 0.1290

X3 Average annual incone 0.0012 8.6760 1.4376

Eiiposure to infor
mation sources "0.1138 0.3364 "0.3383

^5 Socio-political
participation 0.8366 0.4482 1.8668

^6 Cosraopo1itenes s 0.5951 0.2810 2.1172

F = 7.1875** = 0.3803
*Significant at 5 per cent level of
probability.

** Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.



The results as given in table 3.4 indicate that f

all the six independent variables taken together contrij!-

buted to more than 38 per cent of the variation in gain in

knowledge for the treatinent lecture plus flash cards

This is indicated by an value of 0»35^3i The P value

was found to be highly significant.

The results are revealed that out of the six

independent variables, only two variables# viz., age (>

and cosmopoliteness (X^) were significant in predicting

the variation in the gain in knowledge of the neo-

literates tthen flash cards were used along with lecture

(Y3).

3.2,4 Pvertr-.g.-:;w-ir.r> of gain in knowledge by lecture plus ll

flannel graph v/ith the independent variables. |j
'i

The regression analysis of gain in knowledge by 1

lecture plus flannel graph (Y^) with the independent vari

ables was done and the resu Its are presented in Table 3.. 5.
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Table 3.5 Regression analysis of gain in knowledge hy

lecture plus flannel graph (Y^) with jjidependent

vajri^bles.

Varia

ble no.

X,

X,

X-

X.

X,

X,

Variable •degression ,
coefficient sB of b

(b)

Age 0»3233

Family size **0.6199

Average annual income 0.0008

Exposure to informa
tion sources 0.0369

Socio-political
participation "o.1059

Cosmopoliteness 0.0232

0.1230

0.7259

7.8724

0.3052

0.4067

0.2550

•t' value

'2.6278

0.8540

0.9577

0.1208

'0.2605

9>.0S«0

F = 6,9599?** R '̂ = 6.3727

^Significant at 5 per cent level, of
probability.

** Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.

Table 3.5 peesents the results of regression analysis

of the gain in knowledge of neo-literates for the treatment

lecture plus flannel graph (Y^) and the independent variables

of the study. The table reveals that more than 37 per cent

of the variation in gain in knoivledge due to lecture plus
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flannel graph is explained by the six Independent vari-nbleSo
2

This is indicated by an R value of 0.3727. The F value

(6.9599) was found to be highly significant. As in the

case of here also the two independent variables via.#

age and cosoiopoliteness were significant in explainir^

the variation in gain in knowledge by lecture plus flannel

graph (^4).

4. Relative effectiveness of selected visual aids on

retention of knowledge by neo-literates.

The relative effectiveness of different selected

visual aids on retention of knowledge by neo~literates we's

studied and the results are presented in Table 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1. J-tean scores of retention of kno^-;ledge by neo-

literates as influenced by aifferent treatrrents.

n = 90

Treatraents scores of: .eten-
wo. • tion of knov;ledge

1 Lecture alone (T^) 15.02

2 Lecture plus slides (T^^) 23.27

3 Lecture plus flash cards (T^) 27.38

4 lecture plus flannel graph (T^) 19.78
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Table 4.1 shows -the irtean scores for retention of

knowledge by neo^literate respondents under the four

treatments and "^2^* could be seen that

there v/as significant difference between and among the

different visual aids# combined with lecture method In

retaining knowledge by neo-literates.

Among the four treatments, lecture combined with

flash cards (1*2^ found to be superior to other treat

ments for the retention of knowledge, with the highest

mean score of 27.38. This was followed by lecture plus

slides (Tj^) vmich secured a mean score of 23.27 and

lecture plus flannel graph (T-^) v/ith a mean score of

19^78. Lecture alone method with a mean score of 15,02

was the least effective treatment for retention of

knowledge.

The data were again subjected to analysis of

variance (ANOVA) to find out vj'hether the variance due

to the experimental treatments is statistically signi

ficant and the results are presented in Table 4.2,
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Table 4.2, Analysis of variance (ANOVA) or retention of

knov;ledge by neo-literates as influenced by

different visual aids.

Sources

Treatments

Replication

Error

Total

d£

2

6

11

Sum of squares (3S) Mean squares F
(f-lSS)

252.55

0.635

10.165

263.35

84.18

'0.318

1.694

A*

49.69

CD = 0.531

♦^Significant at 1 per cent level of prolia-
bility.

Frora Table 4.2. the 'F' ratio:. (F = 49.69) was

found to be highly significant indicating that the

variation in retention of knowledge was due to tl'ie different

visual aids in tiie study.

Critical difference (CD) rey.ealed that all (the

three visual aids used In the study via., slides, flash
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cards and flannel graph, when combined with lecture were

significantly superior to the lecture alone (T^) method.

Among the three significantly superior treatments (T^#

and T^) - lecture plus flash cards (T2) was found to have;

significantly greater influence on the retention of •

knowledge by neo-literates. (lecture plus slides)

was contributing next to T2 (lecture plus flash cards)

in the study which was in turn significantly superior

to (lecture plus flannel graph).

From the results it could te concluded that all

the three visual aids selected for the study in combina

tion with lecture vjere significantly superior to

lecture alone' method in retaining the knowledge by neo-

literates. It was also found from Table 4.2 that among

the three visual aids used in the study flash cards

combined vjith lecture had the maximum contribution in

retention of knov-j.edge of neo-literate respondents.

This result was in line with results of the studies

reported by Leagans (1961), Mahajan and Bhaskaram (1966)

and Malviya and Verma (1987), All the above studies

reported about the effectiveness of flash cards as a

visual aid in combination with lecture method in retaining

more knov^ledge over the lecture alone rrethod.
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The null hypothesis set for the study that there

vrauld not be any significant difference batween the tre

atments involving lecture plus visual aids and lecture .

alone method in their effect on retaining the knov.'ledge

by neo-literate respondents was rejected. Similarly, the

null hypothesis that there would not be any significant

difference r^tween the visual aids on their effect in

increasing the retention of Jcnowledge by neo-literates,

was also rejected.

The neo-literate respondents vfere subjected to the

post-delay test after a tinie lag of 15 days of the message

presentation aad exposure of the visual aids. Perhaps it

may be difficult for the neo-literates to retain in their

memory all the details of the message presented with the

help of slices and flafiunel graph since they were more

in number (24 and IS respectively).. Flash cards, on the

other hand, presented very brief messages v/ith illustra

tions to emphasize the key-points of the lecture. The

nuiober of flash cards used were also l(^s (lo) when com

pared to slides and flannel graph strips. Moreover, there

was more invoivement on the.part of the respondents during

the exposure of the message by using flash cards since

they were taken near the audience to have a closer look

at the illustrations on the cards.
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These reasons could loe attributed to the superiority

of flash cards in the retention of knowledge, over sli^s,
jl

flannel grajh andlecture alone method. Apart from these,

~T' the effect of suspense of the respondent# kept in the i'
I'

case of using flash cards also makes it uatop. |

I

5, Relationship between retention of knowledge and the

socio—personal characteristics of neo—literates* i
I

I'
The retention of knowledge by the neo-literate

1

respondents was studied for the four treatments namely

the lecture alone rrethod (T^^) lecture plus slides

lecture plus flash cards (Tj) and lecture plus flannel
l'

graph (T-). The scores of the knowledge retained for •

each of tlie four treatments v;ere correlated with the six

independent variables of the study viz., age# family size,

average annual incorre, exposure to information souces, •
|l

socio-political participation and cosmopoliteness. The
• ;i

corresponding correlation coefficients (r) were worked!

^ out and the results are presented in Table 5,1.
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Table 5.1. Correlation between retention of knowledge

and the independent variables.

correlation coefficient (r)

Lecture
plus
flash

cards

(T2)
Varia- Independent
ble no. variable

Lecture

alone

(Tq)

Lecture
plus
slides

(Ti)

Lecture

plus
flannel

graph
(T3)

X,

X,

X

Age

Family size

0.3355

**

0.3455

. is-k

0.3477

**

0.2869

**

0.6232

**

0.4958

0.6154

**

0.5276

2 Average annu- ^
al Income "0.2895 "0.2093 "0.3439 "0.3879

X^ Exposure to
information
sources 0.0769 0.0383 0.2183 0,2472

Xc

^6

Socio-politi-
cal partici
pation

Cosmopolite-

ness

0.1237

0.1731

0.0523

0.1954

0.1121

**

0.5471

"0.1076

0.4688

**Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.

*Significant at 5 per cent level of
probability.

5.1,1. Relationship between age and retention of knovjledqe

A perusal of Table 5.1 reveals that retention of

knoi-;ledge was sigikiificant but negatively correlated with
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age for all the four treatinents. The correlation coeffi~

cient (r) v/as maxirauin for lecture plus flash cards ("*0,6232)

followed by lecture plus flannel graph ("0.6154)# lecture

plus slides ("*0,3477) and lecture alone method ("0.3355),

It is obvious from the negative sign of the 'r'

values that as the age of the respondents increased,

their retention of knowledge decreased. This result is

in conformity vjith the findings reported by Bhaskarara

and I'tejahan (1968)/ Sharma and Dey (1970) and

Subramanyan (1975),

In the present study, young neo-literates v;ere found

to have retained more knowledge than the old group vjhich

could be attributed to the dynamism and better memory

power of tiie younger respondents and weakened nervous

system and poor memory povjer of the old as it vjqs suggested

^7 psychologists. Moreover, in this study, the respondents,

t^ing fishermen, do not take much pain for memorising the

information gathered, for they have their routine hard work

in the sea every day.

The results also indicated that the visual aids when

used along with lecture as a supplement had a profound

influence on the retention of knowledge by neo-literates.

Among- the four treatments, lecture plus flash cards was

found to he more effective in retention of knov;ledge.
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5.1.2. Relationship between family size and retention o£

knowledge

Size of the family was also highly significant but

negatively correlated with the retention of knowledge as

depicted in Table 5.1. The value of correlation coefficient

computed was maximum for T^# ie., lecture plus flannel

graph (r = 0.5276) followed by T^/ ie., lecture plus

flash cards (r = ""0,4958), and T^, le., lecture plus
slides (r = ""0.2899).

As the size of the family increased the capacity

for retention of information by its members found to be

reduced in the study. This might be due to the higher

family burden imposed as the size of the family increased.

This increased family burden thrust upon the individuals

might be making the retention of knowledge practically

not feasible.

The results of the present investigation is in line

with that of the study reported by Malviya and Verma (1987).

5.1.3. Relationship betvjeen average annual incoms and

retention of knowledge

An examination of Table 5.1 reveals that the retention

of knowledge was significantly and negatively correlated

with the average annual income of the respondent neo-literates,

in the case of all the four treatir^nts. The correlation
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coefficient (r) was maximum for (~0.3879) followed by

("0.3439), Tq ("0.2894) and ("0.2093). Flannel
graph when combined with lecture had the highest significant

and negative correlation with retention of kno\^?ledge

followed by flash cards# lecture alone method and slides.

It could be concluded from the results that the

increase in average annual income did not influence the

retention of knowledge. The results revealed that the

high income group retained less information v/hen compared

to the low income group of respondents.

People V7ith high average annual income perhaps tray

not evince much interest in gaining new information and

retain it in the memory for longer period. Hence this

result could be justified in the case of neo-Xiterates also.

5.1.4. Relationship betai^een exposure to information

sources and retention of knowledge

A glance at Table 5.1 shows that the exposure to

information sources was positively correlated V7ith all

the four treatnents. But, significant results were obtained

only in the ease of lecture plus flash cards, (r == 0.2183)

and lecture plus flannel graph (r = 0.2472). The 'r*

value was not significant in the case of lecture alone

method (0.0769) and lecture plus slides (0.0383).
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Among the tvjo significantly correlated visual aids#

flannel graph exerted greater influence on tiie retention

of knowledge.

The result indicated that the neo-literates exposed

to inforri^tion sources had increased retention of knowledge

when flannel graph and flash cards were used along with

lecture. It is quite natural that people exposed to a vari

ety of information sources tend to gather more informations

and retain in the memory. The results exhort the need for

exposing the neo-literates to various information sources.

5.1.5. Relationship between socio-political participation

and retention of knowledge.

There was no significant correlation tetween the

socio-political participation of neo-literate respondents

and theix retention of knowledge in the case of all the

four treatments (Table 5,1.). Rather# the correlation

was negative for treatments, (lecture plus slides) and

T^ (lecture plus flannel graph).

The results indicate that there is no profound

influence for socio-political participation in the reten

tion of 3<nowledge of participants for all the treatments.

Still more important is that socio-political participation

and retention of l<nowledge were negatively correlated in

the case of T^^ and T^.
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It may noted that 43.30 per cent of the neo-literates

had only low socio-political participation and 31.10 per

cent had nedium level participation. Only the remaining

25*60 per cent had high socio-political participation'. The

general trend# hoxvever, conclusively proved that any extent

of socio-political participation o£ neo-literates did not

help their, in retaining the kno^^ledge imparted to them

through different teaching aids. This could be attributed

to the fact that socio-political participation is raostly

to satisfy social need and self esteem need. Only when

these needs are satisfied, the acquisition and retention

of knowledge, which is higher need in the hierarchy

could act.

5.1.6. and retent.ion

of knowledge,.,

A perusal of Table 5.1. reveals that retention of

knox-Jledge was positively correlated vjith cosmopoliteness.

Among.the four treatment, (lecture plus flash cards)

with an 'r' value of 0.5471 and (lecture plus flannel

graph) with r = 0.4688 were significantly correlated witii

retention of knowledge. In the case of the other tvjo

treatrrents, lecture plus slides (Tj^) contributed more

(r = Oil956) than the lecture alone method (T^) with an

•r• value of O.1731.
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This result was in conformity with the result of the

study reported by Chandrakandan (1982), who found that

urban contact which is a measure of cosmopoliteness, had a

positive significant effect on the retention of knov;ledge.

In the present study, the results lead to the con

clusion that the higher cosmopoliteness has a positive and

significant correlation v/ith the retention of knowledge#

when flash cards and flannel graph were used along with

lecture. Among the tvjo# lecture plus flash cards was more

effective than lecture plus flannel graph in the retention

of knowledge by neo-literates, Encourging the fishermen to

have frequent contact with those from outside their own group

might accelerate the process of knowledge acquisition and

retention,

5.2. Regression analysis of retention of knowledge with

•the independent variables.

Regression analysis was done to determine the relative

importance of the different independent variables on the

retention of knowledge of neo-literates. Since the, reten

tion of knowledge was measured in terms of four treatments

namely lecture along (Tq)/ lecture plus slides (T^)/ lecture

plus flash cards (Tg) and lecture plus flannel graph (T^)--
the results of the regression analysis vjere carefully exa--

mined for their R"' values.
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5.2.1. Regression of retention of ]<nov;ledge by lecture

alone method i^ith independent variables.

The regression analysis of retention of knowledge by

lecture alone niethod (Y^) with the independent variables was

done and the results are presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5 .2. Regression analysis of retention of Imowledge

by lecture alone method (Yc-) with the ,indepen-

dent variables «

Varia

ble no.
Variable

Regression

coefficient
't' value

^1 Age "*0.1001 0.1177 "0.8507

^2 Family size "*0.6067 0.6942 "*0.8740

Average annual
income "o.oool 7.5290

.. A*

8.1862

^4 Exposure to infor

mation sources ""0.1477 0.2919 "0.5059

^5 Socio-political
par ticipation 0.5529 0.3889 1.4216

^6 Cosmopo1i teness ~0.1872 0.2439 "0.7676

F = 2.2066 ; R'' = 0.1585

*S5.gnifleant at 5 per cent level o£
probability.

**Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.
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From the table, F value (2.2066) was found significant.

2
Since the R (coefficient of determination) value is very

2
low (R = 0.1585) only 15.85 per cent of the total variation

in retention of knov;ledge due to lecture alone method

(Tq) is explained by the independent variables. Average

annual income only independent variable

significantly contributing to (retention of knowledge

by lecture alone method).

5.2.2. Regression of retention of knowledge by lecture

plus slides with independent variables.

The regression analysis of retention of knowledge

by lecture plus slides (Y^) x '̂ith the independent variables

was done and the i'esults are presented in Table 5.3.

UiV//;s:
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Table 5.3. iRegression analysis of retention of knowledge

by lecture plus slides (Y^) with the independent

variables.

Variab

le no.
Variable

Regression
coefficient

(b)

ij
SE of b '

1

1'

t' value

Xi Age "0.3527

i

0.1508 ;; "2.3396

^2 Family size 0.1343 0.8895 0.1509

5^3 Average annual
income 0.0009 9,6472 0.9007

X4 Exposure to infor
mation sources "0.3971

i;

0.3470 "0.06I8

^5 Socio-political
participation "0.2813

ii

0.4983 j"0.5645

^6 Cosraopoliteness "0.2111 0.3125 1"0.6756

F = 2.0268 ; = 0,1475 |'

^Significant at 5 per cent level of
probability. •,

'2'Since F value (2.0268) was not significant the R ; value is

i'2 ' i'Very low (R = 0.1475), which means that only 14.75 per centl of the
ji

total variation in retention of knowledge due to lecture

plus slides (Tj^) is explained by the independent variafciles

(Table 5.3) this result was not examined further.
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5.2.3. Rearession of retention of knowledae by lecture

plus flash cards with the independent variables'.

The regression analysis of retention of knov/ledge by

lecture plus flash cards (Y^) with the independent variables

was done and the results are presented in Table 5.4.
i|
1;

Table 5.4. Regression analysis of retention of toovjledge

with the independent variables.
1!

i

Varia- Variable
bie no.

Regression ^
coefficient

^(b)

•4* value

Xi Age "0.4979 0.1346 3.6994

X2 Family size 0.4239 0.7940 0.5339

Xo Average annual
income 0.0011 8.6115 1.2628

ii

Exposure to infor
mation sources ~0.3095 0.3339 "0.9269

1

Xc Socio-political
participation 0.6260 0*4448 1.4072

!]

Xg Cosmopoliteness 0.5303 0.2790 1.9010

F = 9.9521** ; = 0.4593 .

II

II

II

II

II

^^Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.
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As shown in Table 5.4. the results of regression

analysis of retention of knowledge of neo-literates by

lecture plus flash cards (Y^) revealed that more than

45 per cent of the variation in retention of knowledge

by lecture plus flash cards (Y^) are explained by all the

six.independent vari®^l®s of the study taken together.

2
This was indicated by a comparatively higher R value

of 0.4593 which was highly significant (F = 9.9521)*

It could be observed from table 5.4 that out of the six

independent variables, only one variable viz,, age ivas

significant in explaining the variation in retention

of knowledge by lecture plus flash cards (Y^).
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5.2.4 Regression of retention of kno-wledge by lecture

plus flannel graph with the independent variables.

The regression analysis of retention of knowledge by

lecture plus flannel graph (Yg) with the independent

variables was done and the results are presented in

Table 5.5.

Table 5,5 Regression analysis of retention of knox^'ledge

by lecture plus flannel graph with the

independent variables.

Varia- Name of the inde-
ble no. pendent variables

Regression (j,,
Goeff-icient

(b)

't' value

^^1
Age "o.3681 0.1118

At*:

3.2938

^2 Fairdly sise "0.0&78 0.6593 "0.1029

Average annual

income 0.0012 7.150S 1.6186

•^4 Exxjosure to
information sources "0.0383 0.2772 "0.1381

^5 . Socio-political
part icipation "0.4942 0.3694 "1.3379

^6 Cosmopoliteness 0.0785 0.2317 0.3390

F = 8.0481 ; R = 0.4072

**Significant at 1 per cent level of
probability.
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Table 5.5. presents the resuitsof the regression ana

lysis of retention of knowledge by lecture plus flannel;

graph (Yg) with the independent variables of tl-e study;:

A perusal of the table indicated that more than 40 percent

of the variation in the retention of knowledge by lecture

plus flannel graphs (Y^) could be explained by all the •incle-
!•

pendent variables taken together as indicated by a relatively

higher value of 0,4072 which was highly significant

(F = 8.0481),

It could te clearly observed from Table 5.5 that: out

of the six independent variables only one variable, na^ly
I

age was significant in explaining the variation in retjentipn

of knowledge by lecture plus flannel graph (Yq).
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V. SUM14ARY

Coirmunication to be effective and meaningful^ not only

the neaning be imparted but also be understood properly. In

other words, communication is the transference and understand

ing of meaning. This principle is of greater significance

when a is communicated to neo-literates. The spoken
word supplemented by visual aids suitable to the situation

and type of audience make communication still more effective.
No systematic efforts have been rr^de in Kerala so far#

to study the effectiveness of visual aids in teaching neo-

literates. Mence, it was felt worthwhile to undertake an

experimental study on the effectiveness of three selected
visual aids, viz., slides, flash cards and flannel^graph in
combination with lecture method in the gain and retention

of toowledge of neo-literates. The study was designed with

the following specific objectives.

1. TO assess the relative effectiveness of selected visual
aids in the gain in knowledge of the neo-literates.

2. To assess the relative effectiveness of selected visual

aids in the retention of knowledge by the neo-literates

3. To study the relationship of certain selected socio-

personal characteristics of the neo-literates with

their gain in knov;ledge and retention.
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The experiment was conducted in Adimalathura and ,

Pulluvila villages of Kottukal Panchayath in Trivandrum

district. Kottukal Panchayath was selected purposively|

since it had'the maximum number of neo-literate groups ,

organised by voluntary agencies like KANFED. Ninety ^

fishermen respondents were selected from the two villages

for the study. ,

The dependent variables selected for the study were
. Ii

gain in knov;ledge and retention of knov/ledge by neo-literates.

The independent variables for the study included age, family

size, average annual income, exposure to information sources,

socio-political participation and cosmopoliteness.

Lecture alone (Tq) lecture plus slides (T^), lecture

plus flash cards (Tg) and lecture plus flannel graph (T3)
ji

were the four treatments in the experimental study.

The knowledge level of each of the respondents was
i.i

measured (i) before the exposure (ii) immediately after

it and (iii) 15 days after the exposure, in the case oif

each of the treatment. The data pertaining to the independent

variables were collected with the help of a structured!, pre

tested interview schedule. The collected data were tabulated,

analysed statistically and results interpreted. ''
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The salient findings of the study are summarisedi

and presented below i-

1. Majority of the neo-literates in the study belonged
I

to middle-age category. Half of the respondentsihad

medium family size. Majority of them belonged tp

medium income group when their average annual income

was analysed. In the case of exposure to information

sources, half of the neo-literates belonged to misdium

group. Socio-political participation of majority

of the neo-literate fishermen was found lovj. Mo;'re
• I

than half of the neo-literate respondents belonged

to the medium category of cosmopoliteness.

2. There vjas significant variation in the gain in knowledge

of neo-literates due to the use of selected visual aids.
i|

3. There was significant difference between the lecture

alone rcethod and the other treatments. Similarly, the thr

1 > visual aids experimented were significantly different

from each other in imparting knowledge to the neo-

literates,

4. Among the three treatments involving the visual .aids,

lecture plus slides (Tj^) had the maximum influence on

gain in knov/ledge of the experimental group followed

by T2 and T^-

X.V
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5. Age was significant but negatively correlated with

gain in knovjledge in the case of all the four treat

ments. As the age of the respondents increased gain

in knowledge decreased,

6. Size of the family was significant but negatively

correlated -with gain in knowledge of neo-literates

in all the four treatments.

7. Gain in knowledge was significantly and negatively

correlated with average annual income of the respond

ents in and T^. In the case of gain in

knovjledge v;as negatively correlated with average annual

income but not significant. The high income group

of neo-literate respondents gained less knowledge

than the low incoms group.

8. The relationship i^tween gain in knowledge and exxxisure

to information sources was positively correlated for

all the treatments# but it v:as significant only in the

case of T2 and T^. The neo-literates with higher

exposure to information sources demonstrated signifi

cantly higher gain in knowledge when compared with

those having low exposure.

9. There was no significant correlation between the socio

political participation of neo-literates and their

gain in knov;ledge. But positive relationship v/as found

when lecture plus flash cards (T2) vjas used.
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10, There was significant# positive correlation between

the cosmopoliteness and the three selected visual.aids

vmen used in combination with lecture; in increasing

the knowledge. Plash cards contributed nexirnum gain

in knowledge followed by flannel graph and slidesi
ii

11, In the regression analysis, age and cosmopoliteness

were found to be significant in predicting the varia

tion in gain in knowledge of the neo—literates v?hen
,1

flash cards and flannel graph were used along witi^
I'

lecture method (T^ &T^).
12, There was significant difference in the retentionlof

neo-literates, due to the different selected visual

aids.

i
13, The three visual aids in combination with lecture'vjere

significantly different from the lecture alone netihod

in retaining the knowledge of neo-literates. Similarly#

the visual aids themselves were significantly different

from each other,

14, Among the significantly superior treatments# lecture
II

plus flash cards (Tg) v/as superior to the other treat

ments, This was folloi'jed by lecture plus slides (Tj^)

^ and lecture plus flannel graph (T^), |
1;

15, Retention of knowledge was significant but negatively-

correlated with age for all the four treatments. ,The

relationship was maximum in the case of lecture pll'us
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flash cards (T2) followed by lecture plus flannel graph

(Tj) and lecture plus slides (Tj^). ;

16. The size of the family and retention of knowledge by

neo-literates was highly significant, iait negatively

correlated in the case of all the four treatments;;.

17. The retention of knowledge was significantly and

negatively correlated with the average annual income

of the neo-literates in the case of all the four

treatments*

18. The exposure to information sources was positively
I

correlated v/ith the retention of knov;ledge of neo-

literates in the case of all the four treatments, but

I

significant only in the case of lecture plus flash cards
||

(T2) and lecture plus flannel graph (T^). Among these

two significantly correlated visual aids, flannel graph

exerted maximum influence on the retention of knowledge.

19. Tl^re v;as no significant correlation between socio

political participation of neo-literate respondents and

their retention of knowledge through any of the four

treatments. Rather, the correlation was negative! in the

case of lectur^plus slides (T^) and lecture plus flannel
graph (T^).

20. The retention of knowledge was positively correlated

with cosmopoliteness in the case of all the four
II

treatments. Only two treatments viz., lecture plus
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flash cards (T2)and lecture/ plus flannel graph (T^)

were significantly correlated In which ranked !

I

superior to T^.

21. Age was tlie only independent variable which explained

significant variation in the r-jtention of knowledge of

neo~literate respondents by njsans of lecture plus

flash cards (Tg) and lecture plus flannel graph (T^).

i:
i,

Implications of the study

The following implications emerge out of the findings of

the present study, '•

1. The study revealed that lecture method was more effective

when it was combined with slides, flash cards# and flannel

graph. Therefcre, for teaching neo-1iterates# extension

workers should make use of visuals during their oral

method of presentation.

2. Since age has got significant but negative correlation

with the gain and retention of knowledge# particular

attention needs be given to the older section of neo-
I

literates.

3. . While teaching neo-1iterates, slides could be used along

with lecture method v?hich play an unique role in attra

cting and holding attention and thereby increasing the

gain in knowledge.
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4. For retaining the knowledge for a long period, flash

cards could be used to supplinent the lecture method.

Suggestions for future research

1. This study was confined to the fishermen neo-literates

"T of one panchayath in Trivandrum district, similar

studies could be taken up in every district taking

larger areas. Similar studies can be conducted among

other neo-literate farmers also.

2. In order to have a general recorriirendation # a combina

tion of visual aidfe could ba used in the treatments

3. There is ample scope to standardise the methods used

for measuring gain in knox'^ledge and retention of

knox"Jledge of neo-literates.

4. A study could be designed to identify the most

effective visual aids from among the projected and

non-projected visual aids.

>
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APPENDIX I
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APPEK^DIX II (Continued)
i

(A©{no 6"£ifb S

SaJ®" J

^ •

SaJOQ^^Qieil
I

niliaag i (ejl) ra^^nicSaiatSCTG®3a)fiHa(b

[Qj(r"KS3mmai(b caolgfijot otacaa

f-ajnT' gaej6)^s^(gr@&^

1. SogfoiDe^s" igtoiiycB^Q^siTajlieaJfto sa^nj^iefecb maaa^os

(sblms fij s".

2. s1a'«s,ffiffiig5Qs®^o <^oai^£s^!iio

aalD«fflCT<S(03(f)€sf©d) g CTSDiainDi ,

3. {T}©"ai«s ero^ jafeatnio mnd>Gft2io<aara '̂j^ajleTai ^

4. . A^sli&glejjo t cndxg'lfQlAg'lej^o m^n) Gctiodsei) csoaoTrarotb

5. sifti&o «a Gi^os ai^oai^ffijeja a.3 '̂aJ(a«sh®'!

6iaooago s^{ud>,o gJffoV.

7. ASfDcf o.^la^j^ffnasT <s>ov?"aiu3<&R5)1c^ n)erpj<a3Fr.

8. ©iro'lfescBSjIej.* a)0')«oj(Ulai cQso'lajfiilfi a'lftj&o 4 (astsBBQejTs'lej'ej

9. leiao^^g'liij uiafoagsig'gi© alajdho cro'l espp'/.
V «•

io. s3lft]&o aj^o »flfl1» «iio ^sffiCB']«j {n^gl^dfc^ ejcslfsi©;.



11. ojlg'gai3®o » rt)o 6|(ra1e(0D«)©"iBjb

12. ®®bQj1{^(5)s fia)g'gafel!^(%sn aJ«)®1erei.

13. t «OSaftD3^s' «®«)£B®§&0 • oJfSlmCEXOiajIcjqJ fujaoiiT

€11 nf03 oesGD^ffi'Jej'̂ i
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OBJECTIVE TYPE' KNOX«JLEDGE TEST ON SUB-TOPICS
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1 . aieio']@<so (EjLQamafflo cnlanf(®n2jii!larfiejraVld> ©ffisno njo®

fli)o (soiltseao .

2. Qj«Jo1eaffiiias3a>io <;qJ3U) uao'irooKffl'lf®m'ifmio sejoi^o ajoinmio

{DiiHS fltusjon^.

3. oifljo'lgea ffl^o'gSiUDd) Qjo'l&o oaig'so cajs'lcaon^ oJosleTa.

4. {usjolgaa^g'g StS'ad) 1qJ(S®^(S> aaj<sfiD(«'l®gno

5. ai«)o1g<$)©4g'g cnjDtb QDofiacoo

5. (S&o^o fnofDOB'goDflais'sD o&Dsaaanb oJoslaTej.

7. (fbSioJo &iorafB) aJOfi] orug'gnjio # <2)(o')(a(6oaj§'gnjjo

,(ijajo'ls«ffl5g"3 Gfubtb <ais1af!)o .

(SAOgo (0^(0^®roffi3<uDr^ ARffo^dhtb ^^yleaeaa ^

> ftKOGTrslfOliSJo ,

3 . G&DgO <S<DO(J)'Ii^ ojfl)'] flBlOffl ae^soej'io'lta'l^^pj .
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12. 'fisijol - orao'l' airasoajiiin® sim&o ct') (^oa^o Saja '̂ogo*.

13. ofiaiGJa a1a)<j>a"e3gi© fiojg'gcafis'lti aifijl^iCDi,

14. aInjAo »«$» 4UJ0 'eDl'ttjo cbo i®aofrf

oajg"g©(®l(Q £ia)1®joi)nj.

15. sinj&a au'l essffi'ffiliai'is'lcjai,

16. ojo'sjnjnaaia® tmlgful^^o Goioib ®(!3)Tqgj alai&o cal

fDalTsOcUSpDi.

17. gjfflio ojloflso €iiooj"e!j£i© oDeTaj^catbca oignj^snTsDAiffni.
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Uiecno :

<SaJG> i

®1«)s9 :

Saj3(3j3PJai1

Qiliaiao 8 (bdI) oJoIobo (siojlasjo

a)3g)y g)ADSA@"tB)'k>1^A(n) [aJ(?Kj!)OOJff)(fe6) acDlgiJOi ft(i)CB3

1 .

2 .

5 .

4 .

5 .

e .

7.

a.

9 .

i o.

•Jffi'fe)® oa^a/lojo <j{j(ri)®' ffleTmlofiioajjo > sejaase'lotiioajo

sa^jKio oa^jsjltsjiassn.

aa>iDgo ecsi s£<a"(P)Gseisja (ajsrsoiajia.

gfSe^GQa'ejoiijJ {y'lcDiaai^o iJ^.aOOJDP)'.

•J®'loi)«>o (U^©Hi))'l«3e'l ui'iiOfjBai^nJio

csdhogo G03U)erfi3@io gCTsaoi'lej'eii.

An«n)(baejo tODroacs^m o'o^o'iuaaG'T'.

aaBTaiDaDiwfii^o <3>'lc^(ij ojolas^fracasK' aiaTej©.

<£>1s)o1i5 .SUgUoilo of GJC3Pii^ gSDS Q(05£2DffJO)'S©fj"i3 R33 «{U§"gO

A4s'l*3ra ejaslaTej.

(Di5uia(nQffn oJas^aTej.

(fcn«a;i«njg'ao 0Bi(3'a)'jAO'ia3"ian!) ocJasocB'lajo RaJcboDo wcmff

goicajpcnlsifflii.

<s>l9')3^«ajg"go ua^fBa)'3^><oniSj'<a)36)flB A^s'l^sijo ,
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' APPENDIX III

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR TFiS STUDY

Name of Village

I. a. Name

b. Age (in completed
yrs.)

II. Total number of
members in the

family

III. Average annual
income of the

family

IV, Type of house

Si.No.

Date:

a. Shed thatched

b. Hud wall & thatched

c. Brick wall and thatched

d. Brick wall and tiled.

V, Exposure to information sources;

Frequency

Sources Ocoassional(Daily_)___(_Once in_a_week|

A.Impersonal sources;

1.Radio
2.Newspaper
3.Printed material

B.Formal personal sources;

1,v.L.w./Agril.Demonst
rator.

2,Fisheries Officer
3,B.D.O/Agri1.Off icer



V

w

Frecfuency

Regular Occassional
Sources (Daily) (Once in a week) Never

personal sources;
1.Family members
2.Friends/

Relatives

3.Neighbours/
fellow fishermen

VI. Socio-political participation;

1. Without any official position
in socio-political organisation

2. Official position in one or
more organisation/institution

3, Official position in social
and political committee/
bodies

4. Financial contribution or
raising fund for comiiran work

5. Active office bearer

5. Involvement in community v^ork



VII. Cosmopollteness;

Statements

-r T

1 SAj
+

!
1.A fisherman can learn

everything froin the
experiences of his
own village.

2.A man can escape
numerous troubles

end worries if he
consults friends

and neighboursj.

3.A fisherman can
fulfil all his
needs vjith the
help of his
village folks.

4.Many things a
fisherman ought

to know are his
village, but are
alike in other

villages.

5.These days when
communication
has so much

advanced, a
fisherman should
know more outside

life.

6.He v7ho doesn't
consult otJier

can act better.

j j j
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APPENDIX IV

CORRELATION MATRIX OF VARIA3I£S =======»====-====;
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ABSTRACT

In order to assess the relative effectiveness of

selected visual aids in teaching neo-literates, an experi-

-y. mental study was carried out in Kottukal Panchayath of

Trivandrum district, Kerala State, Three selected visual

aids, viz., slides, flash cards and flannel graph, were

tested for their effectiveness along with lecture nethod

on a saniple of 90 neo-literate fishermen. Gain in knowledge

and its retention were the dependent variables. Age, family

siae, average annual income, exposure to information sources,

socio-political participation and cosmopoliteness were

studied as the independent variables.

Results revealed that slide was the most effective

visual aid in terms of gain in knov;ledge whereas flash cards

contributed maximum to retention of knowledge vjhen used in

combination v;ith lecture rmethod.

The analysis of correlation coefficients revealed

that age and family size were significant but negatively

correlated with both gain in knowledge and its retention,

in the case of all the four treatirents. Similarly, average

annual incone of the respondents vjas significantly and nega

tively correlated with the gain in knovjledge in the easel, of

Tq/ T^ and T^. For T^ the correlation v/as negative but not
significant, in the case of retention of kno^vledge, the

K
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X.

average annual income was negatively and significantly

correlated for all the four treatments. The retentionship

of exposure to information sources of the respondents vrith

gain in knowledge as well as with its retention was positive

in the case of all the four treatments but significant only

for and T^. There vjas no significant relationship between

the dependent variables and the socio-political participation

of the neo-literates. The cosmopoliteness of respondents

had significant and x-'ositive correlation with the gain in

knowledge V7hen the three selected visual aids were used along

with lecture method, significant, positive relationship

was found between the cosmopoliteness and retention of knov;»

iedge when flash cards and flannel graphs were used along

vjith the lecture method.

regression analysis revealed that out of the six

independent variables, only two variables, viz., age and

cosiTtopoliteness were significant in predicting the variation

in gain in knox*;ledge of neo-literates when flash cards arid

flannel graph were used along vjith lecture. But in the case .

of retention of knowledge, only one independent variable

viz., age was significant in explaining the variation v;hen

flash cards as well as flannel graph were used along with the

lecture method.
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